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ABSTRACT

Understanding the Marginal Utilities of Commute Time, Work Time, Travel Cost, and
Income using Stated Preferences Surveys
by
Niranjan Poudel, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2021

Major Professor: Dr. Patrick A. Singleton
Department: Civil and Environmental Engineering
Understanding the value of travel time savings (VTTS) plays an important role
appraisals of transportation projects, policies and planning. Some of the main
components of VTTS are marginal utilities of commute, work, travel cost and income.
Few of the recent studies have been able to empirically decompose the VTTS into the
components of value of time assigned to work (VTAW) and value of time assigned to
travel (VTAT). These studies usually rely on costly multiday activity-travel-expenditure
diaries and surveys. Most of the other studies derive the willingness to pay (WTP)
measures as a substitute for VTTS using discrete choice experiments. This study made
use of such discrete choice experiments by including the attributes of work time and
income in addition to widely used attributes of travel time and travel cost. Making use of
data collected from two different stated preference surveys from Portland, Oregon, US (N
= 636) and from all over the US (N = 611), with two separate analyses we estimated the
marginal utilities of work, commute, travel cost and income. The first survey was a
simple stated preference with two-levels of attributes for commute time and work time
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only, whereas the second survey added attributes of work time and income. The findings
from both studies reflect that, on average, marginal utilities of work time and commute
time were negative in sign. Also, on average, the marginal disutility of commute time
was greater than the marginal disutility of work time. For walk and bicycle commuters,
auto passengers, and people with flexible work hours, the marginal disutility of commute
time was relatively lower compared to other modes and inflexible work hours. The
second study showed a comparative difference in the magnitude of marginal utilities for
cost and income: the magnitude of the marginal utility of income was lower than the
magnitude of the marginal utility of cost. Based on the findings, we suggest changes to
the labor market, improving safety and comfortability for active mode users rather than
much focus on reducing travel time for such users, and opportunities for future studies in
understanding the components of VTTS.
(171 Pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Understanding the Marginal Utilities of Commute Time, Work Time, Travel Cost, and
Income using Stated Preferences Surveys
Niranjan Poudel

In transportation economics, measuring the willingness to pay (WTP) for a
reduction in travel time – the monetary value of travel time savings (VTTS) – plays an
important role in understanding the social benefits of various transportation projects.
These monetary appraisals (WTP, VTTS) are better understood either through expensive
daily activity-travel-expenditure diaries or using discrete choice experiments (DCEs).
This study made use of data collected from two different stated preference surveys – a
type of DCEs - (one from Portland, Oregon, US, and one from all over the US) to
understand the marginal utilities of work, commute, income, and travel cost. The
marginal utility of an activity or good is defined as the satisfaction/utility gained from a
unit change in that activity or good. The findings from our results suggest that, on
average, people have negative marginal utilities for both working and commuting. Also,
on average, the marginal disutility of commute time was greater than the marginal
disutility of work time. For walk and bicycle commuters, auto passengers, and people
with flexible work hours, the marginal disutility of commute time was relatively lower
compared to other modes and inflexible work hours. Based on the findings, we suggest
changes to the labor market, improving safety and comfortability for active mode users
rather than much focus on reducing travel time for such users, and opportunities for
future studies in understanding the components of VTTS.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

We perform various activities in our daily lives, and these activities are
constrained by the limited time available and budgetary constraints (money spent, money
earned, and so on). Commuting and working are two of the activities we spend a
significant time on almost every day. From 2012 to 2016 on average, Americans 15 years
or older spent 1 hour 11 minutes per day traveling to perform various activities (Allard,
2018). A more recent study from 2019 stated that the average one-way commute was
27.6 minutes in the United States (Burd, Burrows, & McKenzie, 2021). Likewise, on
average, Americans work 8.5 hours a day (Kolmar, 2021).
Constraints of time and cost are also predominantly used in most of the transport
economics analyses and studies. Evaluating marginal utilities and monetary values of
time spent on such activities can have important contributions in the field of
transportation and on enhancing social standards. Monetary appraisals of travel time play
an integral role in cost-benefit analyses of transportation projects, pricing policies,
evaluations of projects and policies, and travel demand modeling (Mackie et al., 2001).
Similarly, understanding the willingness to substitute between travel and work can help
better shape work-commute environments.
These appraisals and tradeoffs have been made explicit in literature through
economic theories and data collection. Notably, the subjective value of travel time
savings (VTTS) is the willingness to pay (WTP) for a marginal reduction in travel time
(Hensher, 2001). Some recent literature critical of the word “savings” (as time cannot be
saved like money or other resources) has defined the term “value of travel time” (VTT),
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where monetary VTT is the amount of money that would be paid or received by a traveler
after a time saving or loss, respectively (Daly & Hess, 2020). Moreover, microeconomic
frameworks disintegrate these overall VTTS or VTT into the value of time as commodity,
the value of time assigned to work (VTAW), and the value of time assigned to travel
(VTAT). The derivations and explanations of VTAW and VTAT are shown in more
detail in the following section.

Literature Review
The subjective VTTS has a long history of development from microeconomic
theories of time allocation and valuation (Becker, 1965; Johnson, 1966; Oort, 1969;
DeSerpa, 1971; Evans, 1972), and understanding work/travel/leisure time tradeoffs has
played a key role in this field. Prior to the work of Becker (1965), consumer theories
explained how the consumption of goods or performing activities were constrained by
income. It was the work of Becker (1965) who introduced time constraints (consumption
time) into the framework. Without the time constraints, income can be increased by
increasing the work time, but as consumption required time, there had to be a limit on the
time available to work. Becker (1965) constrained that work time is in fact the reduction
of consumption time from total time available (in a day), which gave rise to the value of
time (VOT; not earning money) equal to the wage rate, irrespective of the type of
activity.
The work of Becker (1965) did not include the work time directly in the utility
function, which was pointed out by Johnson (1966). Johnson (1966) added work time to
the utility function, and now the VOT was the wage rate plus the Value of Work (VOW),
which is the ratio of the marginal utility (satisfaction gained from a unit change of an
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activity or good) of work to the marginal utility of income. This new value of time was
termed the Value of Leisure (VOL), which was greater or less than the wage rate
depending upon the marginal utility of work. Until this point, this VOL is equal to the
VTT. The work of Johnson (1966) was followed by the work of Oort (1969) who
mentioned that travel time should be included directly in the utility function. Next, it was
DeSerpa (1971) who added a constraint that linked goods consumption and time spent on
consuming goods. This additional constraint stated that goods consumption required a
minimum assignment of time, which facilitated the derivation of different values of time.
While the readers are referred elsewhere (Jara-Diaz, 2002; Jara-Díaz & Guevara, 2003;
Jara-Diaz, 2007; Jara-Diaz, 2020) for more comprehensive discussion on derivation of
VTTS and extended models, we will briefly mention the work of DeSerpa (1971) below.
Following the model of DeSerpa (1971):
Let us maximize utility 𝑈 (𝑋, 𝑇)
subjected to:
𝑤𝑇𝑤 − ∑𝑃𝑖 𝑋𝑖 ≥ 0

(λ)

𝑇 − ∑𝑇𝑖 = 0

(µ)

𝑇𝑖 ≥ 𝑎𝑖 𝑋𝑖

(𝐾𝑖 )

Where,
𝑋𝑖

= Any activity

𝑃𝑖

= Price of doing the activity Xi

𝑇

= Total available time (resource)

𝑇𝑖

= Time consumed on doing activity Xi

𝑎𝑖

= Minimum time required to do the activity Xi
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λ

= Marginal utility of income

µ

= Marginal utility of time as resource

Ki

= Marginal utility of saving time in activity Xi

𝑇𝑤

= Total work time

𝑤

= Wage rate

Now the LaGrange function can be written as
𝐿 = 𝑈(𝑋, 𝑇) + λ(𝑤𝑇𝑤 − ∑𝑃𝑖 𝑋𝑖 ) + µ(𝑇 − ∑𝑇𝑖 ) + ∑𝐾𝑖 (𝑇𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖 𝑋𝑖 )
Now, the first order condition related to Ti are

And,

𝜕𝑈⁄𝜕𝑇𝑖 − µ + 𝐾𝑖 = 0

(i)

𝐾𝑖 (𝑇𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖 𝑋𝑖 ) = 0

(ii)

From the first order condition (i)
𝐾𝑖 = µ − 𝜕𝑈/𝜕𝑇𝑖
𝐾𝑖 ⁄λ = µ⁄λ − (𝜕𝑈/𝜕𝑇𝑖 )/λ

i.e.

(iii)

Tw is also time spent in working it can be one of the activities Xi where Ti = Tw
First order condition related to Tw is
𝜕𝑈/𝜕𝑇𝑖 − µ + 𝑤λ = 0
µ/λ = 𝑤 + (𝜕𝑈/𝜕𝑇𝑤 )/λ

i.e.

(iv)

From equation (iii) and (iv) we can derive
𝐾𝑖
𝜆

μ

=λ−

𝜕𝑈⁄𝜕𝑇𝑖
λ

=𝑤+

𝜕𝑈⁄𝜕𝑇𝑤
λ

−

𝜕𝑈⁄𝜕𝑇𝑖
λ

(v)

Equation (v) can be split into three different components, sometimes referred to as
different “values of time” (money per unit time) (DeSerpa 1971):


Ki/λ is the value of saving time in activity i,
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(∂U/∂Ti)/λ is the value of assigning time to activity i (sometimes called the
value of time as a commodity), and



μ/λ is the value of time as a resource (sometimes called the value of leisure),
which can be further divided into two parts:
o w is the wage rate, and
o (∂U/∂Tw)/λ is the value of assigning time to work

Also, from (ii), if any activities are assigned more than the minimum time
necessary, then Ki = 0 and (∂U/∂Ti)/λ equals the value of leisure (µ/λ) for such activities.
Jara-Diaz & Guevara (2003) showed that the components of VTTS can be
estimated separately. They showed that one could obtain μ/λ, the value of time as a
resource (value of leisure)—and thus, through knowledge of the wage rate and simple
subtraction, the values of assigning time to work and travel—from parameters in jointly
estimated models of discrete travel choices and work time (both involving travel time and
cost). This is accomplished in part by making the choice of work time endogenous to the
model. (See Jara-Díaz & Guevara (2003) for a complete derivation.) Jara-Díaz and
collaborators have since expanded this framework to encompass time use and
expenditures for all activities, not just work and travel (Jara-Díaz, 2020).
In the years since, a few studies have tried to empirically decompose VTTS into
the value of leisure (the wage rate plus the value of time assigned to work (VTAW)) and
the value of time assigned to travel (VTAT). Jara-Díaz & Guevara (2003) used a survey
of 366 commuters in Santiago, Chile, to calculate all values of time for different income
groups. Not unexpectedly, they found that the average values of time assigned to work
and travel were both negative for the two income groups. While the values were much
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more negative for the high (vs. medium) income group, most of this difference was
attributed to the marginal utility of income, and the authors found that the marginal
utilities of travel were fairly similar between income groups. Interestingly, VTAW was
more negative than VTAT, indicating that (on average) people tended to dislike work
more than they disliked travel. Munizaga et al. (2008) applied this technique to a dataset
of 290 workers—also in Santiago, Chile—and also found negative values of assigning
time to work and travel. In their study, people disliked work much more than they
disliked travel (VTAW < VTAT < 0).
More recently, a major effort in Austria used a novel “Mobility-ActivityExpenditure-Diary” survey to collect one week of data on travel activities, non-travel
activities, and consumer expenditures from a representative sample of 744 workers
(Aschauer et al., 2019). Based on these data, the research team was able to calculate VTTS
and its variation by mode and due to user characteristics (Schmid et al., 2019) and,
subsequently, VTAW and VTAT by mode. In their study, VTAW was slightly less
negative than VTAT for walk and car, while VTAT for bike was less negative and VTAT
for public transit was actually slightly positive overall (Hössinger et al., 2020). Further
analysis and joint estimation yielded a negative VTAW and (compared to VTAW) a more
negative VTAT for walk, a less negative VTAT for car, a VTAT for bike of around zero,
and a strictly positive VTAT for public transit (Jokubauskaitė et al., 2019). The authors
attributed these latter findings to the more pleasant (less stressful) and potentially
productive (for secondary activities) conditions of traveling by public transport in Austria.
A significant challenge to conducting analyses like these that decompose VTTS
into VTAW and VTAT (and the wage rate) is the need for complete travel-activity (and -
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expenditure) datasets. At a minimum, such studies require both multi-activity time use
and travel (mode) choice (and income) information for the same sample. Many studies
include ambitious multiday (or even multi-week) time use and travel diaries and
expenditure surveys (Munizaga et al., 2008; Jara-Díaz et al., 2008), which still remain
rare despite increasing interest and research. As a result, person sample sizes are
relatively small (less than 750, and usually less than 500), which complicates efforts to
find traveler (socio-demographic) or modal differences in time valuation. In summary,
the need for complex travel-activity datasets limits the exploration of work time and
travel time tradeoffs and explanations of population heterogeneity in those time values
and marginal utilities.
As mentioned, with some complexities of using consumer behavior or allocation
models, researchers started looking elsewhere for obtaining the VTTS. For the case of a
travel activity (i = t), the value Kt/λ is the value of saving travel time (VTTS), and it has
been shown by (Truong & Hensher, 1985; Jara-Diaz, 2000) and others to be equal to the
ratio of time and cost parameters estimated from a discrete travel choice model. Through
statistical modeling of a set of observed (or experimental) discrete choices from among
different modes, routes, or destinations—in which travel time, travel cost (and/or
income), and other attributes vary—the relative weights of the time and cost variables
represent an implicit (but mathematically explicit) tradeoff between (travel) time and
money (Jara-Díaz, 2000).
Utility observed through a choice model with fixed effects only can be segregated
into two components (observed and unobserved). For an alternative i,
𝑈𝑖 = 𝑉𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖

(vi)
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Here, Vi is the observed component (conditional indirect utility), and εi is the
component unobserved by the analyst. If the observed part of the utility consists of travel
time (tt) and travel cost (tc), then VTTS is:
(𝐾𝑖 /𝜆) = (𝜕𝑉𝑖 /𝜕𝑡𝑡)⁄(𝜕𝑉𝑖 /𝜕𝑡𝑐 )

(vii)

The right-hand side of the equation (vii) can be understood as the marginal rate of
substitution (MRS) between travel time and cost, and hence can also be defined as the
WTP for a reduction in travel time. If we have multiple attributes (goods) in the observed
part of the utility equation (Vi), similar values of MRS and WTP measures can be
obtained for multiple attributes. This link between the VTTS and discrete choice analysis
is the most widely used method in understanding the WTP measures. There are thousands
of studies which derive the values based on these methods, some of these are (Hensher,
2001; Fosgerau, 2006; Hess et al., 2005).
Going back to the observed component of utility from a discrete choice
experiment in equation (vi), in presence of multiple alternatives (j = 1, …, J), alternative J
is preferred if 𝑉𝑗 > 𝑉𝑖 for i ≠ j for an individual. Most of the discrete choice experiments
focusing on finding the WTP measures make use of changes in the attribute levels of
travel time and cost. As the income is the same for all the alternatives j in a general stated
preferences survey, while making a choice of an alternative in the observed component of
the utility function (V), the income effect becomes redundant (Jara-Diaz, 1998).
Additionally, in the utility function the marginal utility of income and cost are equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign (Jara-Diaz, 1998).
i.e. For income 𝐼 and travel cost 𝑡𝑐,
𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝐼

𝜕𝑉

= − 𝜕𝑡𝑐
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So, in those general discrete choice modeling with cost and travel time as varied
attributes, there is the loss of the effect of income in the derived utility.

Research objective
As mentioned in the literature review section, discrete choice experiments provide
an economical solution for understanding the components of VTTS or WTP measures
(with some assumptions). Stated preference surveys are one of these economically
appealing discrete choice experiments. In this section we will first point out some of the
limitations from the past literature using stated preferences surveys which builds the
motivation for our study. Eventually, the following points will summarize the main
objectives of our study.
Firstly, there are limited to no (we could not find any) literature that includes
different levels of work time directly into the attributes of alternatives in a stated
preference survey to understand the relative marginal utility of work time. Unlike other
resources, time cannot be saved for future use, so a reduction (saving) in travel time has
to be either substituted into some other activity or substituted for leisure. We believe
including different levels of work time directly as an attribute in a stated preference
survey along with different levels of travel time can help us understand the willingness to
substitute/tradeoff between travel time and work time and break down some of the
components of VTTS. We try to address this issue by the addition of work time attributes
directly into the stated preference surveys.
Secondly, as mentioned in the literature review section, the effect of income is
subdued in general discrete choice models, which include the attribute of only travel cost
and travel time. Jara-Diaz (1998) suggested non-linear specifications of cost attributes to
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include the effect of income in utility function. Similarly, some other literature tried to
capture the effect of income on the utility function through the interaction or
parameterizations of cost coefficients with income (Mackie et al., 2003; Fosgerau, 2005;
Axhausen et al., 2008). Searching through the literature, we only found only one study
(Swärdh & Algers, 2016) which makes use of the wage rate as a direct attribute in the
discrete choice experiment (revealed preference and stated preference). But again,
attributes of travel cost and work time were not used in that study. In addition, we also
suspect that the magnitude of the marginal utility of income might be different from that
of the marginal utility of travel cost, which is also rarely found in much literature. We try
to address these issues by creating a stated preference survey with attributes of work
time, travel time, travel cost, and income.
Thirdly, as the attributes of income and work time have not been directly
included in the past literatures of discrete choice experiments, the sensitivity of marginal
utilities of these attributes in relation to personal characteristics has not been explored in
a wide range (at least for discrete choice experiments). Systematic preference
heterogeneity analysis makes use of characteristics of each individual respondent to
modify the parameter estimates of attributes based on those characteristics. For example,
people of higher income groups might have lower disutility for increase in equivalent
travel cost compared to lower income groups. Such analysis can help us understand
differences with respect to social, cultural, transportation and personal characteristics and
can play an important role in policy and planning sectors. So, in this study, we also try to
understand preference heterogeneity around the parameter estimates of the attributes
(from stated preference surveys).
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In the following points we summarize the main objectives of this study.
 Determining the marginal utilities of commute time (∂U/∂Tt) and work time
(∂U/∂Tw) by directly including the attributes of work time along with travel time in
a stated preference survey.
 Determining the marginal utility of utility of income (∂U/∂I) and understanding the
relative difference between the magnitude of marginal utilities of income (∂U/∂I)
and magnitude of marginal utilities of cost (∂U/∂I), by directly including the
attributes of income (multiple levels) into a stated preference survey (in addition to
work time, travel time, and travel cost).
 Explaining systematic preference heterogeneity around the parameter estimates of
commute time, work time, travel cost, and income with characteristics of individual
respondents.
To be more precise, our objective is to quantify the relative marginal utilities
of commute time, work time, travel cost, and income – along with measures of some
of their tradeoffs – to ultimately understand various components of VTTS. While
our study does not seek to calculate values for all of the empirical components of VTTS
as mentioned in equation (v), we believe these relative measures of marginal utilities and
WTP can provide us with a great deal of information towards better understanding the
components of VTTS.

Study approach
This study makes use of data collected from two different surveys; separate
analyses are conducted based on the collected data. Study 1 makes use of data collected
from Portland, Oregon in the fall of 2016 among adult commuters recruited via
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workplace emails. Responses to six different simple stated choice questions with
attributes of just work time and travel time were collected. More detailed description of
the survey and data collection is presented in Chapter 2.
While study 1 makes use of the tradeoff between just work time and commute
time attributes, another broad stated preference survey was designed including the
attributes of commute time, work time, travel cost, and income. The study 2 survey was
designed in Qualtrics and responses were collected among adult residents of the United
States using a Qualtrics panel. The data collection was done in the fall of 2020, during the
period when there was direct impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on work and commute
patterns for individuals.
With the repeated observations for each respondent (choices among multiple
scenarios), we make use of panel mixed multinomial logit (MMNL) models for the
analyses (McFadden & Train, 2000). While we account for inter-personal heterogeneity,
we do not take into account intra-personal heterogeneity, so this model is also sometimes
referred as pseudo panel MMNL model (Hess & Train, 2011). For the purpose of
comparison, we also estimated a multinomial logit (MNL) model for each study.
For the panel MMNL model, if we assume that a sampled individual q chooses
from J alternatives in K choice scenarios, then the utility 𝑈𝑗𝑘𝑞 of each alternative j in that
choice situation k for that individual q can be expressed using the following equations:
𝑈𝑗𝑘𝑞 = ∑𝑀
𝑚=1 𝛽

𝑞𝑚

𝛽𝑞𝑚 = 𝛽𝑚 + 𝜂𝑞𝑚

𝑥𝑗𝑘𝑞𝑚 + 𝜀𝑗𝑘𝑞

(viii)
(ix)
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where 𝛽

𝑞𝑚

is the individual-specific coefficient associated with 𝑥𝑗𝑘𝑞𝑚 , one of M

independent variables that could be attributes of alternatives or decision-maker
characteristics, and 𝜀𝑗𝑘𝑞 is the error term that is independent and identically distributed
Gumbel. The individual-specific coefficients can be decomposed into a non-individualspecific coefficient 𝛽𝑚 , and an error term 𝜂𝑞𝑚 that can have a variety of distributions.
In addition to the parameter estimates, we want to look at the posterior parameter
estimates for each of the individuals conditioned on the observed choices for the
respondent q (Hess & Palma, 2019). Let us generalize the 𝛽

𝑞𝑚

from equation (viii) and

(ix) as 𝛽, giving a vector of coefficients which are jointly distributed as 𝑓(𝛽|𝛺); where 𝛺
is the vector of distribution parameters. If Yq gives the sequence of observed choices for
an individual q, and for a specific value of vector 𝛽, if we let the probability of observing
a sequence of choice be 𝑃(𝑌𝑞 |𝛽), then the probability of a certain value of 𝛽 for the
individual q is equal to:
𝑃(𝛽/𝑌𝑞 ) =

𝑃(𝑌𝑞 | 𝛽 ) 𝑓(𝛽 |𝛺)
∫ 𝑃(𝑌𝑞 |𝛽)𝑓(𝛽|𝛺) ⅆ𝛽

(x)

𝛽

Next, from the distributional assumption of as 𝑓(𝛽|𝛺) and taking R draws for 𝛽
(𝛽𝑟 ; r = 1, …, R), the probability in equation (x) is simulated and the most likely value of
𝛽 for respondent q is calculated as in the following equation (xi):
𝛽̂𝑞 =

∑𝑟 𝑃(𝛽|𝑌𝑞 ) 𝛽𝑟
𝑟

∑𝑟 𝑃(𝛽|𝑌𝑞 )

(xi)

𝑟

where 𝛽̂𝑞 is the likely parameter estimates of marginal utilities for each individual
conditioning on observed choices of the individuals. Additionally, to see the effects of
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characteristics of the decision-maker 𝑧𝑞𝑛 , a term (or a set of terms) can be added in the
expression for 𝛽𝑞𝑚 in (ix) as follows:
𝛽𝑞𝑚 = 𝛽𝑚 + ∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝛿𝑖𝑛 𝑧𝑞𝑛 + 𝜂𝑞𝑚

(xii)

where N is the number of decision-makers, and 𝛿𝑖𝑛 are the associated coefficients for
respective characteristics 𝑧𝑞𝑛 . These additional coefficients help us to understand the
sensitivity of the estimated marginal utilities with respect to socio-demographic,
transportation, and other characteristics of individuals. We would like to refer readers to
other literatures for an in-detail understanding of likelihood functions, probability
estimates, simulations, and much more about logit models (Hess & Daly, 2014; Hensher
& Johnson, 2018; Hensher & Greene, 2003; Bliemer & Rose, 2011).
The next chapter describes the survey designs and data collection for both studies
in subsections. The following two chapters (one for each study) present the results,
discussions and limitations, subsequently followed by a chapter which presents the
overall discussion and conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2
SURVEY DESIGNS AND DATA COLLECTION

This section is divided into two subsections, one for each study. Both studies
consist of some form of stated preferences survey. These two studies are referred to as
“Study 1” and “Study 2” from this point on throughout the report. The first study (Study
1) is from Portland, Oregon, US (fall 2016), and consists of attributes of just travel time
and work time in the stated preference part. The second study (Study 2) is the data
collected using Qualtrics panel survey, which extends the work of the first survey with
the inclusion of travel time, work time, travel cost, and income in the stated preference
part of the survey.

Study 1
Data were collected (fall 2016) as part of a broader study on travel-related
subjective well-being, travel-based multitasking, and their connections with mode
choices. Nearly 800 commuters in Portland, Oregon, started a 30-minute online
questionnaire focused on assessing multitasking behaviors and positive/negative feelings
associated with their most recent trip from home to work. Commuters also provided
detailed information about their personal, household, work, transportation, and typical
commute characteristics. While the sample was relatively representative of the working
adult population, the primary recruitment method (workplace emails) meant that higher
income workers and bicycle and transit commuters were oversampled. Fewer than 650
(636) people completed the entire survey. More details on the data collection and overall
study can be found in Singleton (2017). Assessing work time and commute time tradeoffs
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was not the primary objective of the study, but including it in the context of other
questions about commuting experiences allowed us to investigate some unique correlates.
We focus this analysis on one set of questions that appeared 5–10 minutes into the
survey, immediately after respondents shared information about their typical commutes
(travel times and modes) and work conditions (hours and days worked per week).
Effectively, the questions were designed to be a simple stated choice experiment eliciting
preferences about tradeoffs between small increases or decreases (±10 minutes per day) to
their existing typical work or commute times. Changes to income or travel costs were
explicitly not considered, to focus solely on tradeoffs between work and commute times.
Respondents were given the following initial prompt:
The following are six hypothetical questions about transportation and
commuting. Consider your normal work responsibilities and your typical
commute. Each of the following questions present you with two options in
which the time you must spend working (work time) and/or the time you
must spend commuting (commute travel time) either increases (+) or
decreases (–) by 10 minutes/day, compared to your normal work
responsibilities and your typical commute. Your pay and your travel costs
do not change. Please select the option you would prefer, even if only
slightly. Some choices may be obvious.
The survey then presented respondents with six choice questions, each with two
alternatives from among the following four possible scenarios:


W+: Work time increases (+) by 10 minutes/day with no additional pay.



W−: Work time decreases (–) by 10 minutes/day with no loss in pay.
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C+: Commute travel time increases (+) by 10 minutes/day with no additional cost.



C−: Commute travel time decreases (–) by 10 minutes/day with no reduction in
cost.
The six choice situations—representing a full enumeration of every pair of

alternatives—were presented to all respondents in the same order as shown in Table 1
below, but the arrangement of the alternatives (1 vs. 2) was randomized. Even though the
first two questions and the last two questions likely had a dominating choice (most people
would select the “decrease” alternative), this was useful to familiarize participants with
the experimental method, and necessary if we were to detect anyone with preferences for
working or commuting more. (On these questions, 4–7% of people actually selected the
“increase” alternative.) In total, 636 people responded to all six questions.
One could view our set of questions as representing four unique alternatives (W+,
W−, C+, C−) with no varying attributes of those alternatives. However, it is more useful to
(equivalently) imagine our set of questions as a stated choice experiment containing two
unlabeled alternatives with two varying attributes: work time and commute travel time.
Note that we also collected the following information about each respondents’ daily work
time and two-way commute travel time:


CW: Current work time (minutes per day), calculated as the work hours per week
divided by the number of days worked per week.



CT: Current travel time (minutes per day), calculated as the sum of the typical travel
time from home to work plus from work to home.
Therefore, to construct the new attributes of the alternatives, we added the

differentials for each question (± 10 minutes) to each individual’s current work time and
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travel time, as shown in the right side of Table 1. (For the very few people having a travel
time less than 10 minutes/day, we truncated their commute time to 0 rather than letting
them have negative values.) Doing this converted our simple data into a format that looks
more like a traditional stated choice experiment and can be analyzed using discrete
choice methods.

Table 1
Questions as presented, chosen by respondents (N = 636), and as used for analysis- Study 1

#
1
2
3
4
5
6

As presented
to respondents
Alt. 1

Alt. 2

(W+)
(C+)
(W+)
(W−)
(W+)
(W−)

(W−)
(C−)
(C+)
(C−)
(C−)
(C+)

As chosen by
respondents
Alt. 1
Alt. 2
# (%)
# (%)
34 (5%)
602 (95%)
28 (4%)
608 (96%)
385 (61%) 251 (39%)
277 (44%) 359 (56%)
43 (7%)
593 (93%
610 (96%)
26 (4%)

As used for the analysis
Alt. 1
Work
Commute
CW + 10
CT
CW
CT + 10
CW + 10
CT
CW − 10
CT
CW + 10
CT
CW − 10
CT

Alt. 2
Work
Commute
CT − 10
CT
CW
CT − 10
CW
CT + 10
CW
CT − 10
CW
CT − 10
CW
CT + 10

We realize that in a logit choice model, where only utility differences matter, we
are not changing our results by adding in the current work and commute times to the
attribute values. (This was done more for explanatory purposes.) We also understand that,
due to both the simple nature of our choice experiment (containing a fixed unit of change
to work time and commute time) as well as the fact that the scale parameter of the logit
model is not identifiable (Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985), we cannot obtain the actual
magnitudes of the marginal utilities of work and commute time. However, our analysis
can provide knowledge about the signs and relative magnitudes of the marginal utilities,
including whether each are positive or negative and whether one is greater than the other,
which is the objective of our study.
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Table 2 shows descriptive statistics for the variables included in the models, as
well as basic information of the average travel time and work hours. The final analysis
used 636 respondents with complete information.

Table 2
Descriptive statistics (N = 636)- Study 1
Independent variables
Race/ethnicity
White
Other
Household size
Age
Less than 35
35–44
45–54
55+
Gender
Female
Male
Housing tenure
Owned or mortgaged
Rented
Household income
Less than $49,999
$50,000–$74,999
$75,000–$99,999
$100,000–$149,999
$150,000+
Don’t know or missing
Educational level
Graduate or professional degree
Undergraduate or associate degree
High school degree or lower
Student status
No
Yes
Travel mode to work
Automobile, driver
Transit and auto-passenger
Bicycling, walking, and other
Mean two-way travel time (minutes)
Self-employment status
No
Yes or other
# hours worked per day
Work flexibility
Flexible

#

Categorical
%

531
105

83.5
16.5

131
167
161
177

20.6
26.3
25.3
27.8

353
283

55.5
44.5

474
162

74.5
25.5

57
115
142
180
113
29

9.0
18.1
22.3
28.3
17.8
4.6

280
283
73

44.0
44.5
11.5

588
48

92.5
7.5

290
193
153

45.6
30.3
24.1

607
29

397

Mean

Continuous
SD

2.61

1.20

67.50

36.76

8.34

1.64

95.4
4.6

62.4
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Not flexible or neither
Satisfaction with travel time
Very dissatisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied
Neither
Somewhat satisfied
Very satisfied
Interested in teleporting to work
Yes
No

239

37.6

150
110
77
249
50

23.6
17.3
12.1
39.2
7.9

400
236

62.9
37.1

Study 2
Data were collected during the months of October to December 2020 among the
adult residents of the United States, utilizing a 15-minute survey administered using a
Qualtrics panel of respondents. In addition, respondents had to be either actively
commuting to work or were actively commuting to work just before the pandemic. The
first part of the survey focused on collecting self-reported commute time, work time,
travel cost, and income for the respondents. This part was followed by a stated choice
experiment part where respondents had to choose one out of three alternatives (Current,
Alternative A, Alternative B) in 10 different choice scenarios. The first alternative
“Current” included the self-reported attributes of the respondent, while “Alternative A”
and “Alternative B” were pivoted around attributes of the “Current” alternative. Use of
the reference (“Current”) alternative helps respondents in comparing (making tradeoffs)
between the various alternatives and also acts as an opt-out option (Hensher 2006; Rose
et al., 2008).
The attributes presented in a stated preference scenarios were attributes of daily
commute time (roundtrip or both ways), daily travel cost (roundtrip), daily income, and
daily work time. To make the survey more comprehensible, respondents could input one
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of daily or weekly or monthly values of income and travel cost. In the first part,
respondents were asked to state their average number of days for commuting and
working in a week, which were used to calculate average daily travel cost and income
values in case the monthly or weekly values were stated earlier.
If the reported travel cost was zero (for bike, walk, and other modes), only three
attributes were displayed to the respondents by excluding the travel cost attribute. To
acknowledge some rare possibilities of combinations of cost (e.g., electric car), we
allowed for responses stating zero travel cost for auto drivers as well. (N = 91 out of 611
had travel cost equals to zero; out of 91, 68 reported a travel mode of bike, walk and
other, while 28 auto-drivers stated zero travel cost.) Maintenance and insurance costs
were not included when calculating the current travel cost, whereas parking cost, toll
cost, fare cost, and fuel cost were collected when applicable for a particular respondent.
A fuel price calculator – based on average fuel price, mileage, and distance of the
commute as reported by the respondent – was used when the respondent selected an
option of being unsure about fuel cost.
Five different experimental designs were created anticipating different commute
times and travel costs of the respondents; each respondent was presented with only a
single design. Designs were separated mainly based on (roundtrip) travel time and travel
cost: 1) Travel time less than 50 minutes and travel cost not equal to zero, 2) Travel time
less than 50 minutes and travel cost equal to zero, 3) Travel time greater than 50 minutes
and travel cost greater than 2.5 dollars, 4) Travel time greater than 50 minutes and travel
cost equal to zero, and 5) Travel time greater than 50 minutes and travel cost less than 2.5
dollars but greater than zero (the 5th design will make sense after we look into further
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details). All of the attributes had 5 levels each. Table 3 shows the attribute levels used for
the 5 different designs we mentioned.
For a design with travel time less than 50 minutes, levels of travel time were
created by pivoting the current travel time attributes by certain percentages (±20% and
±30%). Levels of work time were also created by adding certain percentages of current
travel time to current work time (±20% of travel time and ±40% of travel time). This
ensured that for a given travel time, even if the work time is either very low (1 hour) or
high (14 hours), there would be comparable substitution between travel time and work
time (see Table 3 for full details). Next, for the designs with travel time greater than 50
minutes, the levels of travel time and work time were created by constant pivoting of ±10
and ±15 minutes (travel time) and ±10 and ± 20 minutes (work time) respectively. This
approach was taken to avoid an obvious dominance of an alternative if there exists a large
difference in the marginal utilities of work and travel time.
Likewise, for travel time less than 50 minutes, levels of travel cost were created
by percentage pivoting around the current travel cost by ±20% and ±40%. A constant
variation of ±$2.50 and ±$1.50 was used for travel cost when travel time was greater than
50 minutes. A fifth design was used if the travel cost was less than $2.50, even if the
travel time was greater than 50 minutes; the percentage variation of cost as in design 1
was used for such cases. Levels of income were relative to the levels of work time,
calculated using the wage rate and change in work time for respective respondents. We
would like to make it clear that even though levels for multiple attributes were created
relative to one another, their presence in an alternative of a choice scenario is
independent (it is based on experimental designs).
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Properly designed efficient experimental designs of stated preference scenarios
can help us to get better estimates with fewer observations and choice scenarios and also
helps to reduce the cognitive load on respondents (Rose et al., 2008; Bliemer & Rose,
2011). Initially we wanted to distribute the survey by ourselves using social media
platforms and email addresses of some firms and companies, although we received a very
low number of recruitments, so we later opted to use a Qualtrics panel where the
respondents were provided a direct incentive for their complete response. In order to
generate an efficient design in the presence of reference alternatives, some population
averages for current attributes can be assumed (Rose et al., 2008).

Table 3
Levels of attribute for different designs- Study 2
Attributes (Current)

Attribute levels (TT < 50 minutes) (Designs 1 and 2)

Travel time (TT)

(TT – 0.3TT), (TT – 0.2TT), TT, (TT + 0.2TT), (TT + 0.3TT)

Work time (WT)

(WT – 0.4TT), (WT – 0.2TT), WT, (WT + 0.2TT), (WT + 0.4TT)

Income (INC)
Travel cost (TC)1
Attributes (Current)

[INC ± (INC * 0.4TT) / WT], [INC ± (INC * 0.2TT) / WT], WT
(TC – 0.4TC), (TC – 0.2TC), TC, (TC + 0.2TC), (TC + 0.4TC)
Attribute levels (TT > 50 minutes) (Designs 3, 4, and 5)

Travel time (TT)

(TT – 15), (TT – 10), TT, (TT + 10), (TT + 15),

Work Time (WT)

(WT – 20), (WT – 10), WT, (WT + 10), (WT + 20)

Income (INC)
Travel Cost (TC)1

(INC ± (INC * 20) / WT), (INC ± (INC * 10) / WT), WT
(TC – 2.5), (TC – 1.5), TC, (TC + 1.5), (TC + 2.5)

1: For design 5, the levels for travel cost are taken from design 1.
2: Italic travel cost attributes are not present for designs 2 and 4 with travel cost equal to zero.

Table 4 shows the average population reference levels considered for getting
efficient designs of various attributes.
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Table 4
Average values used for efficient designs- Study 2
Attributes
Design 1
Design 2
Design 3
Design 4
Design 5

Work time
8 hours
8 hours
8 hours
8 hours
8 hours

Travel time
30 minutes
30 minutes
65 minutes
65 minutes
65 minutes

Travel cost
$2.50
NA
$6.00
NA
$2.50

Income per day
$200
$200
$200
$200
$200

Moreover, we also required some prior information about anticipated parameter
estimates for generating efficient designs. The WTP value for commute travel time in US
is considered to be around $20/hr to $30/hr (White, 2016), and a plausible VTTS value is
also considered to be around $20/hr (Walker et al., 2018). In addition, Bayesian priors in
experimental designs show better performances than general d-optimal efficient designs
(Walker et al., 2018). Prior parameter estimates for travel time was considered to be 0.2083 (s.d. of 0.1) and travel cost was considered to be -1 (s.d. of 0.3). The prior
parameter for income was considered to be the same magnitude as travel cost +1 (s.d. of
0.4). The prior for work time of -0.164 (s.d. of 0.1) was considered less than the prior for
travel time (based on the results of study 1) and resembles the ratio between travel cost
and work from study 1. Even though there are more standard methods to evaluate the
priors (Bliemer & Collins, 2016), preliminary observations showed fewer dominant
scenarios. In the absence of a pure dominant alternative, with enough sample size and
making use of Bayesian priors, we believe we will get better parameter estimates. Some
alternatives which were clearly dominant were replaced with non-dominant alternatives,
and overall each design consisted of 10 choice scenarios (Bayesian prior, D-efficient,
MNL designs). The experimental design was generated with Ngene 1.2 software
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(ChoiceMetrics, 2018). Figure 1 below shows a typical stated preference screen displayed
to the respondents.
The survey was distributed using a Qualtrics panel of adult US respondents. In
addition to stated choice questions, questions about socio-demographic characteristics
and transportation characteristics were also included in the survey. Furthermore,
questions about the importance of attributes (in decision making) for stated choice
scenarios were also asked using a Likert-type scale (1 = Not Important to 5 = Very
Important). These questions on importance could help us understand attribute processing
strategies (Hess & Hensher, 2013) and the sensitivity of marginal utilities of the
parameter estimates.
Figure 1
A typical choice window as seen by the respondents- Study 2

Table 5 below shows the general data description of the respondents.
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Table 5
General characteristics of the respondents- Study 2
Parameter
Mean
SD
Work time
7 hours 48 minutes
1 hour 57 minutes
Travel time (both ways)
48.96 minutes
33.48 minutes
Income per day
$213.41
$220.95
Daily commute cost
$9.79 ($8.25)*
$10.78 ($10.53)*
Wage rate
$29.45 per hour
$40.31 per hour
* Values inside the brackets include the observations with zero travel cost.

A more detailed description of the data with socio-demographic and
transportation characteristics is shown in the following Table 6.

Table 6
Descriptive Statistics (N = 611)- Study 2
Variable
Age
Actively Commuting
Yes
Was Before Pandemic
Household income
Less than $50,000
$50,000 to $99,000
$100,000 to $150,000
$150,000 plus
Prefer not to answer
Gender
Male
Female
Number of work days in a week
Number of commute days in a week
Mode of commute
Auto Driver
Auto Passenger (Share ride, Uber etc.)
Bike-Walk-Other
Transit
Work satisfaction (1 to 5) :1- Extremely
dissatisfied
Commute satisfaction (1 to 5): 1-Extremely
dissatisfied
Flexible workhours
No
Yes
Yes: Income also changes
Yes: Income does not change

Categorical
#

%

484
127

79.21
20.79

218
222
91
69
11

35.68
36.33
14.89
11.29
18.00

296
315

48.45
51.55

479
50
35
47

257
354
234
120

Continuous
Mean
39.03

SD
12.98

4.97
4.74

0.85
1.05

4.15

0.93

4.02

0.99

78.40
8.18
5.73
7.69

42.06
57.94
66.10
19.64
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Which is enjoyed more
Work
Commute
Ideal commute time
Zero minutes
1 to 5 minutes
6 to 15 minutes
More than 15 minutes
Race
White
Other
Household size
Number of children
Primary Source of income
Yes
No
Education
High school and less and other
Bachelor
Master or up
Living Place
Rural
Suburban
Urban
Workplace
Rural
Suburban
Urban

440
171

72.01
27.99

57
157
299
98

9.33
25.70
48.94
16.04

458
153

74.96
25.04
2.26
0.92

457
154

74.80
25.20

177
260
174

28.99
42.55
28.48

86
274
251

14.08
44.84
41.08

69
228
314

11.29
37.32
51.39

1.31
1.24

The share of people with education level of masters or higher (28.48%) seems to
be overrepresented in our sample. To understand the sensitivities of people with active
mode of travel (bike, walk, and other), the number of people for these modes were
deliberately kept above 5% (5.73% in our sample). People with household income higher
than $150,000 might also be somewhat underrepresented. Besides, some of the major
characteristics like age, gender, and mode shares (other than active) seem to be fairly
represented in our sample. We would say one of the major limitations of our sample is
not being representative for a particular area (one city or state), the respondents were
mostly dispersed among the major cities of United States. The impact of this
geographical diversity is further discussed in the limitation section for this study.
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CHAPTER 3
STUDY 1 (WORK TIME AND COMMUTE TIME)

We have already discussed the general analysis methods we used for our data in
the “Study approach” section of the first chapter (INTRODUCTION). This chapter is
divided into four sections: the first section discusses in brief the methods of analysis and
utility specifications, the second section presents the results of the model estimates, the
third section presents the discussion of the study, and the final section presents limitations
and future work.

Methodology
As we have mentioned in Chapter 1 (Study approach section), we made use of a
pseudo-panel MMNL model to get the parameter estimates of the attributes. Additionally,
preference heterogeneity analysis is done in order to understand how preferences vary
with characteristics of individuals. For the purpose of comparison, we will also present
the result for MNL model. The following three equations (xiii), (xiv) and (xv) show the
utility specifications (𝑉) for the MNL (Model 1A), pseudo panel MMNL (Model 1B) and
pseudo panel MMNL model with systematic preference heterogeneity (Model 1C).
MNL (Model 1A)
𝑉 = 𝛽𝑡𝑡 × 𝑇𝑇 + 𝛽𝑤𝑡 × 𝑊𝑇

(xiii)

MMNL (Model 1B)
𝑉 = 𝛽′𝑡𝑡 × 𝑇𝑇 + 𝛽′𝑤𝑡 × 𝑊𝑇
i.e.

𝛽′𝑡𝑡 = µ𝑡𝑡 + 𝜎𝑡𝑡 × 𝜁𝑡𝑡,𝑛
𝛽′𝑤𝑡 = µ𝑤𝑡 + 𝜎𝑤𝑡 × 𝜁𝑤𝑡,𝑛

(xiv)
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MMNL model with heterogeneity (Model 1 C)
𝑉 = 𝛽′𝑡𝑡 × 𝑇𝑇 + 𝛽′𝑤𝑡 × 𝑊𝑇
i.e.

(xv)

𝛽′𝑡𝑡 = µ𝑡𝑡 + 𝜎𝑡𝑡 × 𝜁𝑡𝑡,𝑛 + 𝛿𝑡𝑡 × 𝑍𝑞
𝛽′𝑤𝑡 = µ𝑤𝑡 + 𝜎𝑤𝑡 × 𝜁𝑤𝑡,𝑛 + 𝛿𝑤𝑡 × 𝑍𝑞

Where
𝛽𝑡𝑡

= Parameter estimates for travel time

𝛽𝑤𝑡

= Parameter estimate for work time

𝑇𝑇

= Travel time

𝑊𝑇

= Work time

µ𝑡𝑡

= Mean /Intercept parameter estimates for travel time

µ𝑤𝑡

= Mean/Intercept parameter estimates for work time

𝜎𝑡𝑡

= Standard deviation for travel time estimate

𝜎𝑤𝑡

= Standard deviation for work time estimate

𝜁𝑡𝑡,𝑛

= Standard normal variates for travel time parameter

𝜁𝑤𝑡,𝑛

= Standard normal variates for work time parameter

𝛿𝑡𝑡

= Parameter estimates for individual characteristics (travel time)

𝛿𝑤𝑡

= Estimates for individual characteristics (work time)

𝑍𝑞

= Characteristics of individual q

Parameters for work time and commute time are both considered to be normally
distributed for the MMNL model and MMNL model with heterogeneity. Additionally,
the parameters we get from the equation (xiv) are used to generate parameter estimates
for each individual as described in the equations (x) and (xi). Mean and median values for
tradeoff between travel time and work time were estimated from tradeoffs of each
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individual. Model 1A and 1B were estimated using the Apollo choice modelling package
in R (Hess & Palma, 2019), while Model 1C was fitted using the Pandas Biogeme
package in python (Bierlaire, 2020). 1000 pseudo random draws for random parameters
were considered.
To get the results of Model 1C, we used an iterative procedure of only including
the variables which were significant, in order to reduce the unnecessary bias in the mean
parameter estimates with non-significant variables. So, the result of Model 1C only
shows the significant variables from the final model.

Results
This section is divided into two sections: one which includes the results of MNL
and pseudo panel MMNL model, and the next which includes the result of preference
heterogeneity with socio-demographic characteristics in the pseudo panel MMNL model.

a) Pseudo panel mixed multinomial logit model (MMNL)
Table 7 below shows the result of MNL and MMNL models. With 636
individuals and 6 questions, we had total of 3,816 choice observations. Looking at the
final log-likelihood of the MNL and MMNL models, we can see the improvement for
final log-likelihood from -1,378.375 (MNL) to -1,262.031 (MMNL). These
improvements can also be observed in the AIC and BIC values for two models.
First of all, we look at the results from the MNL (Model 1A) model. Overall, the
coefficients for work time and commute time were both negative. The magnitude for
commute time was greater than the magnitude of work time, which suggests that travel
(commute) time has a greater disutility than work time, on average. The rate of
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substitution between commute time and work time (𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑤𝑡 ) is equal to 1.23, which
suggests that people are willing to work 12.3 minutes for accepting 10 minutes reduction
in travel time.

Table 7
Results of MMNL model- Study 1
Parameters

Null LL
Final LL
AIC
BIC
Commute time
Commute time std. dev.
Work time
Work time std. dev.

MNL
(Model 1A)
Estimate
-2645.05
-1,378.375
2760.749
2773.35
-0.1630
-0.1320
-

P-value

0.00000
0.00000
-

MMNL
(Model 1B)
Estimate
-2645.05
-1262.031
2532.06
2557.05
-0.2836
0.1634
-0.2255
0.1286

P-value

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

Next, we consider the result from MMNL (Model 1B), where we have significant
parameter estimates for both work time and commute time. Both work and commute time
parameters exhibited statistically significant random variation around the mean values.
Mean and median values for the tradeoff between work time and commute time (𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑤𝑡 )
were computed from the values for each individual. The mean value was 1.75 and the
median value was 1.1, suggesting the respective tradeoff of 17.5 minutes and 11 minutes
of more work for a 10-minute reduction in travel time.
The following Figure 2 shows the empirical distribution of work time and travel
time parameters (kernel density) after conditioning for observed choices of each
individuals.
Figure 3 below shows the scatterplot of travel time parameters in the x-axis vs
work time parameters in the y-axis for each individual.
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Figure 2
Distribution of commute time and work time parameters (Model 1B)- Study 1

Looking at the distribution of commute time and work time parameter estimates
in Figure 2, apart from some very few observations for both commute time and work
time, most of individuals have negative marginal utilities (disutilities) for both.
Distributions for both work time and commute time show multiple peaks. These multiple
peaks are due to the fact that our stated choice experiment was simple in design and both
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of the attributes consisted only of only two levels which resulted in few combinations of
the responses.
Figure 3
Scatterplot of individual commute time parameters vs work time parameters (Model 1B)- Study 1

Looking at the scatterplot in Figure 3 most of the individuals have negative
parameters for both work and commute time. The diagonal line is the line where the
parameter estimates for travel time and work time are equal. There are 617 observations
out of 636 with negative parameter estimates for both work time and travel time. 69%
(440) had a lower (more negative) marginal utility of travel compared to the marginal
utility of work. A separate investigation (e.g., using binary logistic regression) could be
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done to see which individuals with what characteristics have larger a negative marginal
utility for work than for travel; we leave that for future investigation. Instead, we
conducted a systematic preference heterogeneity analysis to understand the sensitivity of
parameter estimates with the characteristics of each individual.

b) Preference heterogeneity around mean parameters (MMNL)
Table 8 below shows the parameter estimates of the model which allows the
parameter estimates to vary systematically (Model 1C) as a function of sociodemographic, transportation, perceptual, travel, and work characteristics. The final loglikelihood (-1191.807) shows an improvement over Model 1A (-1,378.385) and Model
1B (-1,262.031). Only five variables were significant for explaining the heterogeneity in
work time valuation, whereas nine variables were significant for the commute time
coefficient.
For work time: Non-motorized road users and adults younger than 35 were more
deterred by longer work time (larger negative parameter estimates for work time) than
automobile and transit commuters and older adults. On the other hand, people in the
highest income category (greater than $150,000) and those with at least a graduate degree
graduate—as well as those showing no desire to teleport—were less sensitive (lessnegative coefficients for work time) to longer work time than those with less income or
education.
For commute time: People in larger and lower-income (less than $50,000)
households and non-motorized commuters had positive coefficients, meaning that they
were relatively less sensitive to increases in commute time than auto/transit commuters
and people in smaller or higher-income households. Compared to other adults, people
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aged less than 35 or slightly older (45-54) had negative coefficients, suggesting they were
more averse to increasing commute times. Next, looking at the satisfaction with travel to
work, people who were somewhat dissatisfied and very satisfied had more negative
coefficients, while people who were very dissatisfied had more positive parameter
estimates.

Table 8
Parameter estimates with preference heterogeneity- Study 1
Parameters
Null LL
Final LL
AIC
BIC
Commute travel time
Household size
Age: Less than 35
Age: 45–54
Travel mode to work: Bicycling, walking, and other
Satisfaction with travel time: Very dissatisfied
Satisfaction with travel time: Somewhat dissatisfied
Satisfaction with travel time: Very satisfied
Household income: Less than $49,000
Interested in teleporting to work: No
Standard deviation
Work time
Age: Less than 35
Household income: $150,000+
Education level: Graduate or professional
Travel mode to work: Bicycling, walking, and other
Willing to teleport to work: No
Standard deviation

Estimate
-2645.05
-1191.807
2421.614
2506.262
-0.318
0.016
-0.129
-0.045
0.068
0.063
-0.083
-0.113
0.072
0.061
0.137
-0.240
-0.087
0.036
0.040
-0.065
0.057
0.118

P-value

0.000
0.040
0.000
0.063
0.004
0.003
0.003
0.005
0.016
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.074
0.013
0.002
0.003
0.000

Discussion
Recall our study objective: determining the marginal utilities of commute time
(∂U/∂Tt) and work time (∂U/∂Tw) by directly including the attributes of work time along
with travel time in a stated preference survey. Overall, our results show that, in most
cases, the marginal utilities of time assigned for work and travel are both negative:
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(∂U/∂Tw) < 0 and (∂U/∂Tt) < 0. These findings are consistent with past literature and
theoretical expectations. It seems like the majority of people would indeed choose to
work less (with no change in pay) and have shorter commute, if given the option. There
are also a significant number of people who would prefer an increase in commute time
while having shorter work time.
This implies, on average, people tend to dislike commuting more than they dislike
working, and that VTAW is less negative than VTAT. Interestingly, this finding is
contrary to the two studies in Chile (Jara-Díaz & Guevara, 2003; Munizaga et al., 2008)
that found people dislike work more than they dislike travel, and different from the
results of the study in Austria (Hössinger et al., 2020; Jokubauskaitė et al., 2019) where
VTAW was more negative than VTAT for most modes. Presumably, variations in sociodemographic and commuting characteristics in the three countries could explain the
differences. In this US-based sample, commuting seems to be more onerous than
working.
The results of the panel mixed logit model with systematic and random preference
heterogeneity yield important insights into work time and commute time tradeoffs and
socio-demographic differences. It is notable that the most-educated and highest-income
groups of people in the sample considered working to be less onerous than other
respondents. It could be that the types of jobs that employ people with graduate-level
education tend to be more enjoyable or fulfilling, including white-collar jobs and work in
the knowledge economy. Jobs requiring more (educational or work experience) may also
pay better and involve more responsibilities and management, which while challenging
could also be rewarding. Also, younger adults were more reluctant (than older adults) to
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work longer hours. This may reflect that younger adults are less likely to have (or have
found) fulfilling jobs or work responsibilities, or it could be that this younger generation
(mostly “millennials” when the study was conducted) places a higher value on work-life
balance than older “workaholic” generations. This potential explanation is also supported
by younger adults having more negative marginal utilities of commute travel time.
Younger adults may value leisure time and wish to spend less time working and
commuting and more time with family and friends. A final potential explanation is that
this age group is most likely to have young children, which could be placing great
demands on their daily allocation of time to different activities.
Our findings around transportation mode use and commute perceptions are also
informative. The 37% of our sample that reported not being interested in teleporting to
work if it were possible—one can also view this question as a (lack of) desire for zero
commute travel time—were less sensitive to increases in both work and commute times
than those who preferred to teleport. Other research (using this same dataset) has found
that although non-teleporters do have shorter commutes, their preference for commuting
seems to be motivated by enjoying certain aspects of their journey to work (Humagain
and Singleton, 2020). Based on our analysis here, it also could be that these people have
fewer non-work/travel time constraints and activity demands. There were also significant
differences for active transportation mode users: adding coefficients together, people
walking and bicycling differed from other mode users in having a more negative
marginal utility of work time (∂U/∂Tw = -0.305 < ∂U/∂Tt = -0.250). This finding (which
implies that VTAW is more negative than VTAT) is consistent with modal-findings in
Austria for bicycling but not for walking (Hössinger et al., 2020; Jokubauskaitė et al.,
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2019). It seems likely that people who use active transportation modes find them to be a
fun and enjoyable form of (multitasked) physical activity (Singleton, 2018; Singleton,
2019), which explains the mode-effects found here and in previous research.

Limitations and future work
We have already mentioned significant limitations to our study (in part by design):
a simple set of tradeoffs between only two attributes (and no cost attributes) with limited
variation in the attribute levels. Future studies can overcome other limitations of our study
and yield additional findings. Our work/commute time attributes took only two values (±10
minutes), so utilizing a variety of attribute levels would likely improve the accuracy of our
estimates. We explicitly excluded any income or price constraints from our analysis, but
more complex choice alternatives (that consider both time and cost) could be included,
which would also inform values of time (not just marginal utilities). Future work should
also test more complex relationships between work/commute time tradeoffs, including the
possibilities of indifference and nonlinearities in the marginal utility functions. Efforts such
as this would provide greater knowledge about work/commute tradeoffs, the components
of VTTS, and the prevalence of PUT, while still requiring significantly less effort than a
multiday travel-activity-expenditure diary.
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CHAPTER 4
STUDY 2 (WORK TIME, COMMUTE TIME, TRAVEL COST, AND INCOME).

This study puts together all of the main research objectives for our study, with
more complex stated choice scenarios than in Study 1. The methodology (logit models)
remains the same with additional attributes of cost and income in the models, and the data
come from a different survey. The outline of this chapter is exactly same to the previous
Chapter 3: first we describe the methodology of analysis with utility specifications, and
next we present the results of the analyses, followed by discussion and limitation sections
respectively.

Methodology
While the methodology of this study remains similar to that of Study 1, additional
attributes of cost and income can help us capture the WTPs for reductions in
commute/work time. The utility specifications for different models are shown in
equations (xvi) to (xix) below. These equations just add the attributes of travel cost and
income in equations (xiii) to (xv) from previous study. The terms that we have explained
in the equations (xiii) to (xv) are same for the following equations as well, so we only
define the additional terms here.
Researchers can self-define the nature of the distribution for the variates of
random parameters in MMNL model. In our previous study (Study 1), we made use of
normally distributed random variable for the work time and travel time parameters. As
we now have attributes of travel cost and income as well in the model, we additionally
make use of the lognormal distribution for travel cost and income parameters for this
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study. The utility specification (equation(xvii)) shows how we defined the lognormal
distribution for these cost and income parameters. The use of the lognormal distribution
will help us limit the sign of parameter estimates for cost in the negative direction (sign:
negative marginal utility) and for income in positive direction. These limits on the
estimates come from the fact that an increase in cost should be a disutility (even if
extremely small in magnitude) and an increase in income should have positive utility. So,
we estimate two pseudo-panel mixed multinomial logit models (Model 2B-a & Model
2B-b):
MNL (Model 2A)
𝑉 = 𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑗 + 𝛽𝑡𝑡 × 𝑇𝑇 + 𝛽𝑤𝑡 × 𝑊𝑇 + 𝛽𝑡𝑐 × 𝑇𝐶 + 𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑐 × 𝐼𝑁𝐶

(xvi)

MMNL (Model 2B-a)
𝑉 = 𝐴𝑆𝐶′𝑗 + 𝛽′𝑡𝑡 × 𝑇𝑇 + 𝛽′𝑤𝑡 × 𝑊𝑇 + 𝛽′𝑡𝑐 × 𝑇𝐶 + 𝛽′𝑖𝑛𝑐 × 𝐼𝑁𝐶 (xvii)
i.e.

𝛽′𝑡𝑡 = µ𝑡𝑡 + 𝜎𝑡𝑡 × 𝜁𝑡𝑡,𝑛
𝛽′𝑤𝑡 = µ𝑤𝑡 + 𝜎𝑤𝑡 × 𝜁𝑤𝑡,𝑛
𝛽′𝑡𝑐 = µ𝑡𝑐 + 𝜎𝑡𝑐 × 𝜁𝑡𝑐,𝑛
𝛽 ′ 𝑖𝑛𝑐 = µ𝑖𝑛𝑐 + 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑐 × 𝜁𝑖𝑛𝑐,𝑛
𝐴𝑆𝐶′𝑗 = 𝛼𝑗 + 𝜁𝑗,,𝑛

MMNL (Model 2B-b)
𝑉 = 𝐴𝑆𝐶′𝑗 + 𝛽′𝑡𝑡 × 𝑇𝑇 + 𝛽′𝑤𝑡 × 𝑊𝑇 + 𝛽′𝑡𝑐 × 𝑇𝐶 + 𝛽′𝑖𝑛𝑐 × 𝐼𝑁𝐶 (xviii)
i.e.

𝛽′𝑡𝑡 = µ𝑡𝑡 + 𝜎𝑡𝑡 × 𝜁𝑡𝑡,𝑛
𝛽′𝑤𝑡 = µ𝑤𝑡 + 𝜎𝑤𝑡 × 𝜁𝑤𝑡,𝑛
𝛽′𝑡𝑐 = −exp(µ𝑡𝑐 + 𝜎𝑡𝑐 × 𝜁𝑡𝑐,𝑛 )
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𝛽 ′ 𝑖𝑛𝑐 = exp(µ𝑖𝑛𝑐 + 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑐 × 𝜁𝑖𝑛𝑐,𝑛 )
𝐴𝑆𝐶′𝑗 = 𝛼𝑗 + 𝜁𝑗,,𝑛
MMNL model with heterogeneity (Model 2C)
𝑉 = 𝐴𝑆𝐶′𝑗 + 𝛽′𝑡𝑡 × 𝑇𝑇 + 𝛽′𝑤𝑡 × 𝑊𝑇 + 𝛽′𝑡𝑐 × 𝑇𝐶 + 𝛽′𝑖𝑛𝑐 × 𝐼𝑁𝐶 (xix)
i.e.

𝛽′𝑡𝑡 = µ𝑡𝑡 + 𝜎𝑡𝑡 × 𝜁𝑡𝑡,𝑛 + 𝛿𝑡𝑡 × 𝑍𝑞
𝛽′𝑤𝑡 = µ𝑤𝑡 + 𝜎𝑤𝑡 × 𝜁𝑤𝑡,𝑛 + 𝛿𝑤𝑡 × 𝑍𝑞
𝛽′𝑡𝑐 = µ𝑡𝑐 + 𝜎𝑡𝑐 × 𝜁𝑡𝑐,𝑛 + 𝛿𝑡𝑐 × 𝑍𝑞
𝛽′𝑖𝑛𝑐 = µ𝑖𝑛𝑐 + 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑐 × 𝜁𝑖𝑛𝑐,𝑛 + 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑐 × 𝑍𝑞
𝐴𝑆𝐶′𝑗 = 𝛼𝑗 + 𝜁𝑗,,𝑛

where,
𝛽𝑡𝑐

= Parameter estimate of travel cost

𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑐

= Parameter estimate of income

𝑇𝐶

= Travel cost

𝐼𝑁𝐶

= Income

µ𝑡𝑐

= Mean /Intercept parameter estimates for travel cost

µ𝑖𝑛𝑐

= Mean/Intercept parameter estimates for income

𝜎𝑡𝑐

= Standard deviation for travel cost estimate

𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑐

= Standard deviation for income estimate

𝜁𝑡𝑐,𝑛

= Standard normal variates for travel cost parameter

𝜁𝑖𝑛𝑐,𝑛 = Standard normal variates for income parameter
𝜁𝑗,,𝑛

= Standard normal variates (error-components)

𝛿𝑡𝑐

= Estimates for individual characteristics (travel cost)
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𝛿𝑖𝑛𝑐

= Estimates for individual characteristics (income)

𝑍𝑞

= Characteristics of individual q

exp

= Mathematical term “exponential”

𝑗

= Alternatives (Current, Alternative A or Alternative B)

𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑗

= Alternative specific constant for (J-1) alternatives

Two alternative specific constants (𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑗 ) are added to the utility specifications
for two alternatives (one referenced at zero) in all the models. Alternative specific
constants are useful to capture the average difference in the unobserved factors between
the alternatives in discrete choice models. In our models, alternative specific constants
are useful in detecting the inertia towards the current alternative and left-to-right reading
bias for two other alternatives. Additionally, for the MMNL models, two additional
parameters of variates (normally distributed) are added. These variates do not interact
with any of the attributes and are also known as error components. These additional
variates are used for addressing the issue of serial correlation among the alternatives (in
our case for each individual).
Due to systematically uncovering the preference heterogeneity being an expensive
analysis (computation power and time), we limited the analysis where all the random
parameters have normally distributed variates for Model 2C. The main goal of preference
heterogeneity in this study is to understand the direction (sign) of sensitivity (with
characteristics of individuals) to the parameter estimates. As these parameters (from
Model 2C) are not used for the WTP estimates, normally distributed parameters should
be enough for the scope of current study.
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Individual parameters of the attributes as defined in equations (x) and (xi) were
estimated to visualize the distribution of these parameter estimates. These parameter
estimates were also used to calculate the individual WTP measures. The mean and
median values for these WTP measures are presented in the result section. Model 2A,
Model 2B-a, and Model 2B-b were conducted using the Apollo choice modelling
package in R (Hess & Palma, 2019), whereas Model 2C was fitted using the Pandas
Biogeme package in python (Bierlaire, 2020).
WTP measures were calculated for all individuals with respect to both travel cost
and income. Willingness to pay measures with respect to cost were calculated as the
simple ratio between the marginal utility of commute time (or work time) to marginal
utility of travel cost: i.e. 𝛽′𝑡𝑡 /𝛽′𝑡𝑐 or 𝛽′𝑤𝑡 /𝛽′𝑡𝑐 . Willingness to pay measures with respect
to income were calculated as the negative ratio of the marginal utility of commute time
(or work time) to the marginal utility of income: i.e. −𝛽′𝑡𝑡 /𝛽′𝑖𝑛𝑐 or −𝛽′𝑤𝑡 /𝛽′𝑖𝑛𝑐 . With
parameter estimates of all the attributes being randomly distributed (unbounded) in our
models, there is high possibility of getting some unreasonable extreme WTP values. (As
an example, if the marginal utility of travel cost is very low (almost equal to zero), then
we might encounter very high values for willingness to pay measures.) A single extreme
(outlier) value of a WTP measure can highly influence the mean value, so in addition to
mean values we will also report the median values for these WTP measures.
We calculated WTP in two different ways for Model 2B-a (all of the parameters
normally distributed): one making no consideration for negative marginal utilities for
income or positive marginal utilities of cost, the other by removing the observations with
negative values for income and positive values for cost. The values calculated from the
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MNL model are termed as “W1”, the two values for Model 2B-a are termed as “W2” and
“W3”, and the values for the Model 2C (cost and income lognormal) are termed as “W4”.

Results
The following two sections present the results of our analyses.

a) Pseudo panel mixed multinomial logit models (pseudo panel MMNL)
Table 9 below shows the result of MNL (Model 2A) and pseudo panel MMNL
models (Model 2B-a, Model 2B-b). With 611 individuals and 10 questions per individual,
we had total of 6,110 choice observations. Looking at the results of Table 9, we can see
that Model 2B-b was the best fit to the model with comparatively better final loglikelihood compared to other two models. This was the model with lognormal
distribution for income and travel cost parameter estimates.

Table 9
Results of MNL and pseudo panel MMNL models- Study 2
Parameters

Null -LL
Final-LL
AIC
BIC
Asc_Current
Error component current
Asc_Alternative_A
Error Component A
Travel time
Travel time std. dev
Work Time
Work time std. dev
Travel Cost / Ln(β)
Travel cost std. dev /Ln(σ)
Income / Ln(β)
Income std. dev /Ln(σ)

MNL
(Model 2A)
Estimate P-value
- 6712.52
- 6408.75
12829.51
12869.81
0.554973 0.0000
0.197425 0.0000
--0.02696
0.0000
0.004606 0.0103
-0.09337
0.0000
0.013640 0.0000
-

PMMNL
(Model 2B-a)
Estimate P-value
- 6712.52
-5696.77
11417.54
11498.15
0.90655
0.0000
1.35124
0.0000
0.27635
0.0000
0.63052
0.0000
-0.06524
0.0000
0.07558
0.0000
-0.01070
0.0007
0.03195
0.0000
-0.37899
0.0000
0.43969
0.0000
0.12595
0.0000
0.18594
0.0000

PMMNL
(Model 2B-b)
Estimate P-value
-6712.52
-5563.71
11151.41
11232.02
1.01096
0.0000
1.40251
0.0000
0.29132
0.0000
-0.63632
0.0000
-0.07732
0.0000
-0.06972
0.0000
-0.02068
0.0000
-0.02489
0.0000
-1.58494
0.0000
1.71762
0.0000
-2.75483
0.0000
1.95493
0.0000
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In all of the models, all of the estimated parameters are significant with p-value <
0.05. One of the major differences we can notice in the MNL model is the sign of the
work parameter estimate (positive) compared to two other MMNL models. For all the
models, the alternative specific constants for “Current” alternative and “Alternative A”
are significant, which suggests that there is a preference for the current alternative and
there is significant left-to-right reading effect.
The parameter estimates for travel cost and income for Model 2B-b in Table 9
can be equivalently converted to normal mean and standard deviation. All the random
parameters are significant and have high variation in our models. Figure 4 below shows
the kernel density plots of individual parameter estimates for Model 2B-a, and Model 2Bb. The density for lognormal distribution of cost and income is truncated in the figure, to
allow for proper visual comparisons between densities of these two models, when indeed
they have a very large tail in one side of their distribution.
When all the parameter estimates are assumed to be normally distributed (Model 2B-a)
there are significant numbers of individuals having positive estimates for travel cost
(11.46% excluding people with zero travel cost) and negative estimates (15.38%) for
income. Parameter estimates of commute time and work time shift slightly to the left
(negative values) when travel cost and income were log-normally distributed. In Figure 5
and Figure 6 below, we present the scatterplots of commute time parameters vs work
time parameters for both of the MMNL models: Model 2B-a and Model 2B-b.
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Figure 4
Distribution of the random parameters (Model 2B-a, and Model 2B-b)- Study 2
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Figure 5
Scatter plot of commute (travel) time parameters vs work time parameters (Model 2B-a)- Study 2
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Figure 6
Scatter plot of commute (travel) time vs work time parameters (Model 2B-b)- Study 2

The diagonal line in each of the plots above represents the line where parameter
estimates of commute time and work time are equal. For the first model there are 84.45%
of the individuals with lower (more negative) marginal utility for commute time
compared to work time. Similarly, for the second model there are 88.54 % of the total
individuals with marginal utility of travel time lower compared to work time. In Table 10
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below, we show values of different WTP measures with respect to income and travel
cost.

Table 10
Different willingness to pay measures- Study 2
WTP values

Mean

Median
SD
# removed % removed
MNL Model 2A (W1)
17.32
----𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑡𝑐 ($/hr.)
118.60
----−𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑐 ($/hr.)
-2.96
----𝛽𝑤𝑡 /𝛽𝑡𝑐 ($/hr.)
20.26
----−𝛽𝑤𝑡 /𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑐 ($/hr.)
5.85
----𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑤𝑡
Model 2B-a (W2) – No observations removed
13.40
8.10
233.30
--𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑡𝑐 ($/hr.)
149.75
19.75
3213.75
--−𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑐 ($/hr.)
4.78
1.48
56.04
--𝛽𝑤𝑡 /𝛽𝑡𝑐 ($/hr.)
24.14
2.47
473.41
--−𝛽𝑤𝑡 /𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑐 ($/hr.)
7.44
3.49
73.00
--𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑤𝑡
Model 2B-a (W3)- Observations with positive cost and negative income removed
31.63
9.08
203.36
59
11.46
𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑡𝑐 ($/hr.)
226.18
24.87
3481.45
94
15.38
−𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑐 ($/hr.)
6.88
1.67
54.18
59
11.46
𝛽𝑤𝑡 /𝛽𝑡𝑐 ($/hr.)
38.46
3.58
511.22
94
15.38
−𝛽𝑤𝑡 /𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑐 ($/hr.)
7.44
3.49
73.00
𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑤𝑡
Model 2B-b (W4) (lognormal distribution for cost and income)
24.63
12.89
37.22
--𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑡𝑐 ($/hr.)
75.83
32.68
116.94
--−𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑐 ($/hr.)
7.10
4.09
10.28
--𝛽𝑤𝑡 /𝛽𝑡𝑐 ($/hr.)
20.65
9.27
34.34
--−𝛽𝑤𝑡 /𝛽𝑖𝑛𝑐 ($/hr.)
4.72
3.50
45.52
--𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑤𝑡

When all the variables are allowed to be random in the MMNL model, the mean
values of willingness to pay measures can get inflated due to the marginal utility of cost
parameters being very small in size (almost equal to zero). For example, in our WTP
calculation (W2 and W3), the largest WTP measure with respect to income for an
individual was $78,816 per hour. This single observation can add value of (78816 / 611)
$128.99 per hour to the mean value of overall observation. So, we have also presented the
results of median values which we believe gives good measures in the case of this study.
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As Model 2B-b (cost and income having log-normal distribution) is the model with better
fit, we will later make discussion based on the median value of WTP measure obtained
from Model 2B-b (WTP measure W4).

b) Preference heterogeneity around mean parameters (MMNL)
Here, we consider the model which allows the parameter estimates to vary
systematically (Model 2C) as the function of socio-demographic, transportation,
perceptual, travel, and work characteristics. The results of this model are shown in Table
11 below. As mentioned in the methodology section, we make use of normal distributions
for the parameter estimates of all the attributes for this analysis. Table 11 below shows
only the significant variables from the final model, because we made use of an iterative
procedure of only including the variables which were significant.
For travel time: People who have stopped commuting after the pandemic and
people of white race have a larger sensitivity to travel time (larger marginal disutility).
On the other hand, people commuting as auto passengers, having active modes of
commute, with flexible work hours, who used to commute before pandemic (not
anymore), living in urban areas, or with household incomes of $100,000 to $150,000
were less sensitive to travel time (smaller marginal disutility).
For travel cost: People with higher age or having an ideal commute time of zero
minutes were more sensitive to travel cost (larger marginal disutility), while people with
more days of commute in a week, having additional parking and toll cost, or people who
were the primary source of income in their household were less sensitive to travel cost
(smaller marginal disutility).
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For work time: Only two of the characteristics were significant - people who used
to commute before pandemic (higher marginal disutility) and auto passengers (smaller
marginal disutility).

Table 11
Preference heterogeneity around mean parameter estimates- Study 2
Parameters
Initial log-likelihood
Final log-likelihood
AIC
BIC
ASC_Current
Error component current
ASC_Alternative A
Error component A
Travel time (intercept)
Used to commute before pandemic
Household income 100K to 150K
Flexible work hours
Living in urban place
Mode: Auto passenger
Mode: Bike walk and other
Race: White
Standard deviation
Travel cost (intercept)
People with ideal commute time Zero
Age
Number of commute days in week
Having parking cost
Having toll cost
Primary source of income in household
Standard deviation
Work time (intercept)
Used to commute before pandemic
Mode: Auto passenger
Standard deviation
Income (intercept)
Education master or above
Household income less than 50K
Household income (prefer not answering)
Ideal commute time greater than 15
Living and working in rural place
Living suburban but working in urban
Mode: Bike walk and other
Primary source of income in household
Standard deviation

Estimates
-6712.521
-5594.805
11265.61
11433.38
0.938
1.380
0.278
0.642
-0.070
-0.041
0.023
0.018
0.022
0.043
0.044
-0.033
0.071
-0.559
-0.211
-0.006
0.046
0.178
0.152
0.193
0.404
-0.018
-0.018
0.055
0.028
0.253
-0.033
0.147
0.454
-0.078
0.212
0.066
0.177
-0.098
0.204

P-value

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0010
0.0801
0.0549
0.0148
0.0114
0.0437
0.0012
0.0000
0.0000
-0.0211
0.0042
0.0139
0.0002
0.0050
0.0010
0.0000
0.0000
0.0209
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.1000
0.0000
0.0291
0.0003
0.0003
0.0224
0.0056
0.0002
0.0000
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For income: People who were the primary source of income, having education
level of masters or above, or having an ideal commute time greater than 15 minutes were
the people less sensitive to income (smaller marginal utility). In comparison, people
having a household income less than $50,000 (and people preferring not to answer their
household income), who live and work in rural place or who live in suburban and work in
urban areas, or active mode users (bike, walk) were more sensitive to income (larger
marginal utility).

Discussion
We expanded the work from our first study by including multiple attribute levels
for work time and travel time, and also including additional income and travel cost
attributes. Among the fitted models, the pseudo panel MMNL model with the lognormal
distribution for cost and income was the best fit. In the models with better fit, the average
marginal utilities obtained from travel time, work time, and cost were negative, and the
marginal utility of income was positive. As the direction of the signs of marginal utilities
are consistent with the findings from past literature and theoretical expectations, we
believe the methodology we applied can be an economical method for understanding
these components of VTTS.
On average, the marginal utilities for commute time were more negative than
those for work time, which suggests that people dislike commuting more than working.
The plots of individual work time and travel time parameters suggested that there might
be some observations where people dislike working more than commuting. These results
are similar to the ones from our Study 1 but are contrary to the two studies in Chile (JaraDiaz and Guevara, 2003; Munizaga et al., 2008) that found people dislike work more
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than they dislike travel. Similarly, studies from Austria (Hössinger et al., 2020;
Jokubauskaitė et al., 2019) also suggest that VTAW was more negative than VTAT for
most of the modes. Presumably, variation in the socio-demographic, commuting, and
working characteristics of different countries might explain the differences.
Most of the discrete choice literature assumes that the marginal utility obtained
from income and cost are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. This study
incorporated income as a separate attribute from the cost attribute and found that the
magnitude of the marginal utility of income was comparatively different (less) than the
magnitude of the marginal utility of travel cost. These findings can raise some questions
about respondent attribute processing strategies, hypothetical bias in stated choice
experiments, and so on. Additionally, an equivalent change can be perceived differently
based on the attribute level itself and based on the magnitude of those in reference
(current) alternative. In our case, as travel cost is relatively smaller than income, it seems
an equivalent change in cost has larger magnitude of disutility than the magnitude of
utility for an equivalent change in income. These results also suggest that the range of
attribute levels used can have strong influence in the parameter estimation of stated
preference studies. Nevertheless, the marginal utility of cost (from gain or loss) itself can
be higher than the marginal utility of income (loss or gain).
Different values of WTP were calculated as shown in Table 10. When all the
attributes are randomly distributed, the mean values of WTP were biased due to some
extreme outliers. Median values of the WTP seem to be more stable for our study. As
Model 2B-b (with lognormal distributions of cost and income) was a better fit to our data,
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our description of WTP in the following paragraph is based on the median values for
Model 2B-b (WTP –W4).
Willingness to pay for a reduction in travel time is 2.53 times higher when
calculated w.r.t. income compared to the calculation w.r.t. cost. The median willingness
to pay w.r.t. cost was $12.89 per hour whereas w.r.t. income it was $32.68 per hour.
Willingness to pay travel cost for a reduction in work time was around $4.09 per hour
and willingness to pay for a reduction in income was $9.27 per hour. These comparable
differences in different WTP measures itself warrants a call for much informative future
research. With advancement of electric vehicles, the everyday cost of travel might be
decreasing with reduction in the use of fuel. But the cost of developing and maintaining
infrastructure is not reducing, so more advanced preference studies might provide
alternative insights into monetary/time tradeoffs that would inform pricing policies.
Many people lost their job or started working from home during this
unprecedented time of the COVID-19 pandemic. In our survey, we allowed people who
were commuting just before pandemic to provide a response by adjusting the language of
the questions to the past tense. People who were not commuting during the pandemic
seemed to have higher sensitivity (larger disutility) to commute and work time (the data
does not clearly distinguish between people who were working from home and people
who lost their job or retired). Or, it might be that people who were still commuting during
pandemic had a decreased in disutility of commute due to a reduction in congestion.
People who commute as an auto passenger (includes Lyft and Uber) and people
using active mode of transportation were less sensitive to travel time (lower marginal
disutility). An ability to multitask as an auto-passenger or enjoy part of travel due to
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being involved in physical activity can be some of the reasons for these lower
sensitivities (Singleton, 2018; Singleton, 2019). Interestingly, auto passengers were less
sensitive to work time as well. Active mode users had a higher sensitivity to income, but
it might come from the fact that most of these mode users had only income as monetary
parameters in the stated preference surveys (use of these modes typically doesn’t incur
direct travel costs). People with flexible work hours were less sensitive to travel time,
which might suggest that not having a fixed departure time is less onerous than having a
fixed departure time. The substitution between travel and work might also have some
explanation for such individuals which can be a topic of interest for future studies.
People having additional costs of parking and toll for commuting seem to have a
lower sensitivity with commute cost (lower disutility). The possible explanation is that
they are already paying some extra cost and are insensitive to changes in the cost
attribute. Being the primary source of income or having a greater number of commute
days also is related with similar preferences to cost. People of older age, people with
ideal commute time of zero minute seems to be more sensitive with travel cost (higher
disutility). Interestingly, people with ideal commute time greater than 15 minutes were
less sensitive to income (low marginal utility). Ideal commute time showing significant
sensitivity to travel cost and income might suggest that ideal commute time might be
related to cost or income of individual in addition to the disutility/utility of commute
itself.
People who were the primary source of income in their household and people
with an education level of masters or above were less sensitive to income. On the other
hand, people with lower household income, people working and living in rural places,
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people living in suburban areas and working on urban areas seem to have a higher
sensitivity to income (higher marginal utility). As the sensitivity to income is eventually
transferred to the WTP measures, these findings suggest that the location of workplace or
residence has effects on these values.

Limitations and future studies
This study added income and work time attributes in the stated preference survey
along with commonly used attributes of travel time and cost. While the parameter
estimates for all the attributes were intuitively correct in sign, we acknowledge that
improvements can be made in order to better understand these estimates and parameters.
In this section we would like to discuss some of the limitations of these studies so that
improved studies can be designed in the future to better understand these preferences and
WTP values.
One of the major drawbacks for the data was a high degree of variation among the
unobserved component of the logit model because of the survey being distributed all over
United States (not within a specific geography). People from different geographical
reasons have different preferences for different attributes due to cultural and social
factors and influences. A clear caveat can be seen with the presence of a high degree of
randomness in all parameter estimates. Although the standard deviation of the random
components for travel time and work time coefficients were almost equivalent to the
mean parameter estimates, high standard deviations were observed for cost and income
attributes.
In addition to stated preference surveys themselves being hypothetical in nature
inducing hypothetical bias (Fifer, Rose & Greaves, 2014; Beck, Fifer & Rose, 2016),
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self-reporting current travel cost can be tricky for respondents which can in itself bias the
experiment. Prior to the experimental design with little knowledge on the tradeoff
between different attributes, we had to impose control over some of the attributes. For
example, percentage pivoting was done only for travel time less than 50 minutes. The
level of attributes for work time and income were somewhat dependent on the current
travel time; people who had lower travel time also had lower variation in work time and
income. We believe parameter estimates from our studies can be suggestive for
generating efficient designs or constructing similar stated preference experiment for
future studies.
The presence of both income and cost in the same model can be confusing for
some of the respondents, as it might be difficult for them to understand the actual net gain
or net loss for an alternative (attribute processing). A significant left-to-right effect in
reading was seen from the results of our study, so better ways to reduce such effects
should be sought for in future studies.
Some other suggestions for future studies: More controlled surveys should be
constructed, and the data collection should be focused more on controlled geographical
locations. It might be better to substitute attributes of cost and income with the attribute
of net income. Additionally, self-reported gross expenditures can be asked to create a net
income attribute. Two separate models – 1) having only income as the monetary attribute,
and 2) having only the cost attribute – can be administered in blocks for the same
individual to understand marginal utilities separately. A good scope for future studies can
be looking for empirical relationship of these models with the models from consumer
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theories or time allocation theories, with an ultimate goal of eventually finding a less
expensive way to understanding VTTS than travel-activity-expenditure survey diaries.
In the following bulleted points, we list some of the future studies which are
possible from our data.
 In addition, we have collected data where respondents have stated the importance
of attributes (5-point Likert-type scale). These can be used to understand the
sensitivity of WTP measures and parameter estimates either with direct
interactions or with hybrid choice modeling.
 Latent class models or latent class models with continuous distributions to
understand discrete values of parameters.
 Reference dependent analysis or asymmetrical preferences analysis can be
conducted to understand the non-linearity of parameter estimates (different
parameter estimates for increase and decrease in level of an attribute).
 Single parameter for net income (income – cost), or single parameter for overall
time (work time and travel time) to understand the attribute processing strategies
and to compare the changes in WTP values.
 Using the stated flexibility of work hours and actual change in income while
having flexible work hours for such respondents to reduce the hypothetical biases
of the experiment.
 Additional model with full panel-heterogeneity: random parameter estimates for
intra-individual in addition to inter-individual or modeling in WTP space to get
less randomly distributed WTP values.
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 Non-linear specifications for income attributes to understand the impact on
parameter estimates with variation in current income among respondents.
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CHAPTER 5
OVERALL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Time in its overall essence is the most important resource available to us as
human beings. In order to consume a good (or activity), we usually require money, so we
spend time working to acquire some money. We presumably allocate time to various
activities (work–activities balance) so as to gain maximum satisfaction from the
allocation of work, time and consumption. So, in our day to day life, time and money are
two of the major limited resources (constraints) which govern our activities.
Understanding the marginal utilities of time (travel time, work time) and money (income,
cost) can be beneficial for improving work-life standards and the transportation system
overall.
In the search of understanding the marginal utilities of these parameters, we
analyzed data from two different stated choice surveys. The first study (Study 1) included
parameters of just travel time and work time. We extended the concept by adding travel
cost and income as attributes in second study (Study 2). Study 1 was more general in
nature with limited levels of attributes, while Study 2 allowed the opt-out option in the
form of a “Current” alternative and was designed for more efficient and robust
calculations. One of the main contributions of this study was the exploration of the
possibility of understanding these marginal utilities using discrete choice experiments.
The results suggest with some improvements to our study to better understand the
marginal utilities and components of VTTS can be achieved in future work.
One of the objectives of our study was to understand the signs and magnitudes of
the marginal utilities of commute time and work time. Marginal utilities of both work
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time and commute time are negative (disutility) in sign for both studies. Additionally, the
marginal utility of travel time is greater in magnitude (higher disutility) than the marginal
utility of work time, on average. The tradeoff between travel time and work time (𝛽𝑡𝑡 /𝛽𝑤𝑡 )
was relatively higher from the second study compared to the first. Scatterplots of
parameters of commute time and work time show that there are many individuals who
dislike commuting more than they dislike working. The number of people who disliked
working more than commuting were comparatively more (in proportion to total
respondents) in the first study.
While these differences are noted, we would also like to mention the fact that
respondents from the first analysis were relatively from the same geographical location
compared to the respondents from second study. Moreover, the second study made use of
more levels of attributes, and cost and income were also varied in the choice scenarios,
whereas cost and income were not used as the attributes in the stated preference survey of
the first study.
The next objective of the thesis was to incorporate the marginal utilities of travel
cost and income along with travel time and work time directly into the utility function. As
mentioned earlier, this was done in the second study. One can intrinsically assume that
the parameter estimates for income should be positive and cost should be negative. While
these basic fundaments are observed in our study, the magnitude of the marginal utility
for travel cost and income were comparatively different. The magnitude of the marginal
utility of income was smaller compared to the marginal utility of cost.
These differences in findings of cost and income can be informative on how
people perceive (or how much utility gain/loss) cost and income. WTP measures from
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these findings can be beneficial in understanding the cost-benefits of transportation
projects, evaluation of transportation projects, and also in indicating the measure for
willingness to pay for reductions in (savings of) travel time. Even though we have not
actively looked for the relationship between the time allocation theory and discrete choice
modeling with additional attributes of work and income, these WTP measures can be
very informative. We believe marginal rate of substitution (MRS) between travel time
and cost gives the measure of how much people are willing to pay for a reduction in
travel time. Alternatively, the MRS between travel time and income can be used to
understand the socio-benefits of reducing the travel time. But we would also like to be
critical in the fact that these differences in the findings can simply be the effect of range
of attribute levels used for cost and income.
The next objective of our study was understanding the sensitivity of marginal
utilities of the attributes with the personal characteristics of the individuals.
Understanding these sensitivities can contribute towards developing an equitable
transportation system, making informed decisions for transportation planning and
policies. More detailed discussion of these sensitivities for different parameter estimates
from the studies can be found in the discussion section of the respective chapters of
study. Here we would like to point out that active mode (bike, walk, other) users for
commute were less sensitive (lower marginal utilities) to commute time. These results
suggest that positive utilities (physical and mental wellbeing) associated with these
modes of travel might have had an impact on these low sensitivities to commute time. A
recent study by Runa & Singleton (2021) also suggest that such active mode users had
the most positive ratings of commute liking. Eventually, policies and plans should focus
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more toward making travel comfortable rather than only saving commute time for such
users.
Some other factors which were sensitive in both of the studies are household
income, age, commute perceptions, education level, and so on. A comprehensive
comparison between two studies was difficult due to differences in questionnaires, as
well as differences in geographical locations, characteristics of respondents,
representations of population for respective samples, and so on. In addition, there were
differences in the stated choice experimental designs, attributes, and attributes level
themselves.
While these results and estimates are very informative and useful themselves,
some improvements can be done in order to better understand these marginal utilities and
different components of the value of time. We believe the presence of income and cost in
an alternative might have influenced the attribute processing strategy of the respondent,
making it more difficult for fully grasping an alternative. Changes can be done to the
designs by including an attribute (or description) which shows the net income (income –
cost) for that alternative. Blocks of two systematically generated designs where one
includes only income and other includes cost can be used for the same respondents to test
the difference in the marginal utilities of cost and income (if they are similar or not).
With properly administered surveys and designs, the income attributes can be inputted as
monthly or weekly income to make it more graspable for respondents. Stated data on
more expenditures can be used to generate designs including the net income and cost
attributes.
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Moreover, in this study we explored the use of discrete choice modeling to
understand various components of value of travel time. With some intuitively feasible
results and room for further understandings, we believe a discrete choice modeling
approach with proper improvements to our studies can be an efficient approach for
understanding the relative magnitude of marginal utilities of components of the value of
time. We hope this study overall provides a direction for more future studies in this area.
Likewise, as the use of electric vehicles are increasing rapidly, the consumption of fuels
might decrease substantially in future, so the agencies for improvement in transportation
infrastructure might have to look at different sources of revenue generation apart from
travel cost. We believe a timely understanding of willingness to pay from other than tax
of fuel or toll prices can help us be better prepared for the future.
We would like to make some additional remarks based on our findings.
Understanding the values of saving time in itself is complicated because much unlike
other resources (example: money), time cannot be stored for future use. These reductions
in travel time are either transferred to leisure, work, or other more pleasurable activities.
Much of the policymaking and transportation projects are focused on reducing the travel
time with added charges (toll price, congestion pricing) or evaluating the added benefits
of reducing travel time from equivalent WTP values. In contrast, there have been limited
efforts on understanding or mitigating the disutility of commute itself, at least in the
sector of transportation economics.
In urban economics, it is assumed that lower rent or higher amenities in the
housing market offset the disutility of commuting (generally longer commutes) as
mentioned by Jacob, Munford, and Roberts (2019). Combining aspects of different
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economic literature in their study, they suggest that for reducing the disutility of
commuting there need to be changes in the labor market institutions. Now looking at the
results from our study, work time itself has negative marginal utilities for most of the
individuals. In addition, one of our analysis shows that people with flexible work hours
were less sensitive (lower marginal disutility) for travel time. Based on these findings, we
agree with the suggestion of Jacob, Munford, and Roberts (2019) that in addition to
focusing on purely transportation policies, we also need to look for changes in the labor
market institutions for reducing the disutility of commutes, like creating flexible work
hours and so on. In addition, future studies should also look into what other changes can
be made in labor markets. Commuters with an active mode of transportation or traveling
as an auto passenger seem to be less sensitive to changes in travel time. For such mode
users, maybe additional focus should be towards increasing the comfortability of
commute (proper and efficient designs) in compared to reducing the travel time.
We would like to conclude our report by saying that policy and planning
implications should focus on areas outside on increasing cost for reducing travel. As we
know that disutility of travel for recreational activities are smaller than the disutility of
commutes; focus should somewhat be shifted to changes in labor markets as well.
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Survey Flow
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EmbeddedData
opp = Qual9125-1019Commuters
QPMID = 73540554
Q_TotalDurationValue will be set from Panel or URL.
RISNValue will be set from Panel or URL.
ridValue will be set from Panel or URL.
VValue will be set from Panel or URL.
Branch: New Branch
If
If Quota Overall 630n Has Been Met
EmbeddedData
gc = 3
term = OQ
EndSurvey: Advanced
Standard: Eligibility (1 Question)
Standard: Block 17 (8 Questions)
Branch: New Branch
If
If Please select "Accept" if you have read the letter of information and
agree to participate in thi... Decline Is Selected
EmbeddedData
gc = 2
term = Q1.2_Consent
EndSurvey: Advanced
Branch: New Branch
If
If What is your age? Text Response Is Less Than 18
EmbeddedData
gc = 2
term = Q1.4_Age
EndSurvey: Advanced
Branch: New Branch
If
If Where do you live in? Outside of United States of America. Is Selected
EmbeddedData
gc = 2
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term = Q1.5_NotUS
EndSurvey: Advanced
Branch: New Branch
If
If Are you currently commuting to work on a regular basis? If not, were
you commuting to work regula... No Is Selected
EmbeddedData
gc = 2
term = Q1.6_NotCommuting
EndSurvey: Advanced
Standard: Household income and Gender (2 Questions)
Branch: New Branch
If
IfDevice TypeIsMobile
Standard: Mobile or Computer (1 Question)
Branch: New Branch
If
If Are you currently commuting to work on a regular basis? If not, were
you commuting to work regula... Yes, I am <u>currently commuting</u> to work
on regular basis. Is Selected
EmbeddedData
Dis1 = do
Dis2 = is
Dis3 = does
Dis4 = are
Dis5 = use
Dis6 = travel
Dis7 = Do
Dis8 = Are
Dis9 = can
Dis10 = work
Dis11 = remain
Dis12 = would be
Dis13 = live
Dis14 = Are
Branch: New Branch
If
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If Are you currently commuting to work on a regular basis? If not, were
you commuting to work regula... No, but I <u>used to commute</u> to work on
regular basis before the pandemic. Is Selected
EmbeddedData
Dis1 = did
Dis2 = was
Dis3 = did
Dis4 = were
Dis5 = used
Dis6 = traveled
Dis7 = Did
Dis8 = Were
Dis9 = could
Dis10 = worked
Dis11 = remained
Dis12 = would have been
Dis13 = lived
Dis14 = Were
Block: Display message (2 Questions)
Standard: Current information (6 Questions)
Standard: Travel cost information (15 Questions)
EmbeddedData
Commute days = ${q://QID217/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1}
Mode = ${q://QID17/ChoiceGroup/SelectedChoices}
EmbeddedData
Work in hours = ${q://QID83/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1}
Work Minutes = ${q://QID83/ChoiceTextEntryValue/2}
DWT = $e{ e://Field/Work%20in%20hours * 60 + e://Field/Work%20Minutes }
Work days = ${q://QID9/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1}
Income PD = $e{ round( q://QID90/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1 + (
q://QID90/ChoiceTextEntryValue/2 / e://Field/Work%20days ) + (
q://QID90/ChoiceTextEntryValue/3 / ( e://Field/Work%20days * 4 ) ) , 2 ) }
TTPD = $e{ q://QID13/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1 +
q://QID14/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1 }
Gallons consumed = $e{ ( q://QID92/ChoiceTextEntryValue/2 * 2 ) /
q://QID92/ChoiceTextEntryValue/3 }
Calculated fuel cost = $e{ round( e://Field/Gallons%20consumed *
q://QID92/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1 , 2 ) }
Fuel cost from provided = $e{ round( q://QID88/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1 + (
q://QID88/ChoiceTextEntryValue/2 / e://Field/Commute%20days ) + (
q://QID88/ChoiceTextEntryValue/3 / ( e://Field/Commute%20days * 4 ) ) , 2 ) }
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Parking cost = $e{ round( q://QID98/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1 + (
q://QID98/ChoiceTextEntryValue/2 / e://Field/Commute%20days ) + (
q://QID98/ChoiceTextEntryValue/3 / ( e://Field/Commute%20days * 4 ) ) , 2 ) }
Toll cost = $e{ round( q://QID95/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1 + (
q://QID95/ChoiceTextEntryValue/2 / e://Field/Commute%20days ) + (
q://QID95/ChoiceTextEntryValue/3 / ( e://Field/Commute%20days * 4 ) ) , 2 ) }
Fare cost = $e{ round( q://QID94/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1 + (
q://QID94/ChoiceTextEntryValue/2 / e://Field/Commute%20days ) + (
q://QID94/ChoiceTextEntryValue/3 / ( e://Field/Commute%20days * 4) ) , 2 ) }
TCPD = $e{ e://Field/Fuel%20cost%20from%20provided +
e://Field/Calculated%20fuel%20cost + e://Field/Parking%20cost +
e://Field/Toll%20cost + e://Field/Fare%20cost }
EmbeddedData
PTTC1 = $e{ round( 0.2 * e://Field/TTPD , 2 ) }
PTTC2 = $e{ round( 0.3 * e://Field/TTPD , 2 ) }
PWTC1 = $e{ round( 0.2 * e://Field/TTPD , 2 ) }
PWTC2 = $e{ round( 0.4 * e://Field/TTPD , 2 ) }
PINCC1 = $e{ round( ( e://Field/Income%20PD * e://Field/PWTC1 ) /
e://Field/DWT , 2 ) }
PINCC2 = $e{ round( ( e://Field/Income%20PD * e://Field/PWTC2 ) /
e://Field/DWT , 2 ) }
PTCC1 = $e{ round( 0.2 * e://Field/TCPD , 2 ) }
PTCC2 = $e{ round( 0.4 * e://Field/TCPD , 2 ) }
CINCC1 = $e{ round( ( e://Field/Income%20PD * 10 ) / e://Field/DWT , 2 ) }
CINCC2 = $e{ round( ( e://Field/Income%20PD * 20 ) / e://Field/DWT , 2 ) }
EmbeddedData
MD12TT1 = $e{ e://Field/TTPD - e://Field/PTTC2 }
MD12TT2 = $e{ e://Field/TTPD - e://Field/PTTC1 }
MD12TT3 = ${e://Field/TTPD}
MD12TT4 = $e{ e://Field/TTPD + e://Field/PTTC1 }
MD12TT5 = $e{ e://Field/TTPD + e://Field/PTTC2 }
MD345TT1 = $e{ e://Field/TTPD - 15 }
MD345TT2 = $e{ e://Field/TTPD - 10 }
MD345TT3 = ${e://Field/TTPD}
MD345TT4 = $e{ e://Field/TTPD + 10 }
MD345TT5 = $e{ e://Field/TTPD + 15 }
MD12WT1 = $e{ e://Field/DWT - e://Field/PWTC2 }
MD12WT2 = $e{ e://Field/DWT - e://Field/PWTC1 }
MD12WT3 = ${e://Field/DWT}
MD12WT4 = $e{ e://Field/DWT + e://Field/PWTC1 }
MD12WT5 = $e{ e://Field/DWT + e://Field/PWTC2 }
MD345WT1 = $e{ e://Field/DWT - 20 }
MD345WT2 = $e{ e://Field/DWT - 10 }
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MD345WT3 = ${e://Field/DWT}
MD345WT4 = $e{ e://Field/DWT + 10 }
MD345WT5 = $e{ e://Field/DWT + 20 }
MD12INC1 = $e{ e://Field/Income%20PD - e://Field/PINCC2 }
MD12INC2 = $e{ e://Field/Income%20PD - e://Field/PINCC1 }
MD12INC3 = ${e://Field/Income%20PD}
MD12INC4 = $e{ e://Field/Income%20PD + e://Field/PINCC1 }
MD12INC5 = $e{ e://Field/Income%20PD + e://Field/PINCC2 }
MD345INC1 = $e{ e://Field/Income%20PD - e://Field/CINCC2 }
MD345INC2 = $e{ e://Field/Income%20PD - e://Field/CINCC1 }
MD345INC3 = ${e://Field/Income%20PD}
MD345INC4 = $e{ e://Field/Income%20PD + e://Field/CINCC1 }
MD345INC5 = $e{ e://Field/Income%20PD + e://Field/CINCC2 }
M15TC1 = $e{ e://Field/TCPD - e://Field/PTCC2 }
M15TC2 = $e{ e://Field/TCPD - e://Field/PTCC1 }
M15TC3 = ${e://Field/TCPD}
M15TC4 = $e{ e://Field/TCPD + e://Field/PTCC1 }
M15TC5 = $e{ e://Field/TCPD + e://Field/PTCC2 }
M3TC1 = $e{ e://Field/TCPD - 2.5 }
M3TC2 = $e{ e://Field/TCPD - 1.5 }
M3TC3 = $e{e://Field/TCPD}
M3TC4 = $e{ e://Field/TCPD + 1.5 }
M3TC5 = $e{ e://Field/TCPD + 2.5 }
EmbeddedData
MD12WH1 = $e{ round( e://Field/MD12WT1 / 60 + 0.5 , 0 ) - 1 }
MD12WH2 = $e{ round( e://Field/MD12WT2 / 60 + 0.5 , 0 ) - 1 }
MD12WH3 = ${q://QID83/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1}
MD12WH4 = $e{ round( e://Field/MD12WT4 / 60 + 0.5 , 0 ) - 1 }
MD12WH5 = $e{ round( e://Field/MD12WT5 / 60 + 0.5 , 0 ) - 1 }
MD345WH1 = $e{ round( e://Field/MD345WT1 / 60 + 0.5 , 0 ) - 1 }
MD345WH2 = $e{ round( e://Field/MD345WT2 / 60 + 0.5 , 0 ) - 1 }
MD345WH3 = ${q://QID83/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1}
MD345WH4 = $e{ round( e://Field/MD345WT4 / 60 + 0.5 , 0 ) - 1 }
MD345WH5 = $e{ round( e://Field/MD345WT5 / 60 + 0.5 , 0 ) - 1 }
MD12WM1 = $e{ round( ( e://Field/MD12WT1 / 60 - e://Field/MD12WH1 ) * 60 , 0 )
}
MD12WM2 = $e{ round( ( e://Field/MD12WT2 / 60 - e://Field/MD12WH2 ) * 60 , 0 )
}
MD12WM3 = ${q://QID83/ChoiceTextEntryValue/2}
MD12WM4 = $e{ round( ( e://Field/MD12WT4 / 60 - e://Field/MD12WH4 ) * 60 , 0 )
}
MD12WM5 = $e{ round( ( e://Field/MD12WT5 / 60 - e://Field/MD12WH5 ) * 60 , 0 )
}
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MD345WM1 = $e{ round( ( e://Field/MD345WT1 / 60 - e://Field/MD345WH1 ) * 60
,0)}
MD345WM2 = $e{ round( ( e://Field/MD345WT2 / 60 - e://Field/MD345WH2 ) * 60
,0)}
MD345WM3 = ${q://QID83/ChoiceTextEntryValue/2}
MD345WM4 = $e{ round( ( e://Field/MD345WT4 / 60 - e://Field/MD345WH4 ) * 60
,0)}
MD345WM5 = $e{ round( ( e://Field/MD345WT5 / 60 - e://Field/MD345WH5 ) * 60
,0)}
Standard: Display General Characters (1 Question)
Standard: Display message (1 Question)
Branch: New Branch
If
If TTPD Is Less Than or Equal to 50
And TCPD Is Greater Than 0
Standard: Model 1 (20 Questions)
Branch: New Branch
If
If TTPD Is Less Than or Equal to 50
And TCPD Is Equal to 0
Standard: Model 2 - Bike (20 Questions)
Branch: New Branch
If
If TTPD Is Greater Than 50
And TCPD Is Greater Than 3.5
Standard: Model 3 (20 Questions)
Branch: New Branch
If
If TTPD Is Greater Than 50
And TCPD Is Equal to 0
Standard: Model 4 Bicycle (20 Questions)
Branch: New Branch
If
If TTPD Is Greater Than 50
And TCPD Is Greater Than 0
And TCPD Is Less Than 3.5
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Standard: Model-5-low cost (20 Questions)
Standard: Some more work and travel questions (9 Questions)
Standard: Socio-demographic and personal (10 Questions)
Standard: End (2 Questions)
Standard: Block 16 (0 Questions)
Branch: New Branch
If
If Q_TotalDuration Is Less Than 320
EmbeddedData
gc = 4
term = Speeder
EndSurvey: Advanced
Branch: New Branch
If
If Quota Overall 630n Has Been Met
EmbeddedData
gc = 3
term = OQ
EndSurvey: Advanced
EmbeddedData
gc = 1
LS = $e{(${e://Field/RISN}%1423) + 13 }
EndSurvey: Advanced
Page Break
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Start of Block: Eligibility
Q167 Before you proceed to the survey, please complete the captcha below.
End of Block: Eligibility
Start of Block: Block 17
Q1.1 Understanding Tradeoffs between Working and
Commuting Welcome! Please fully review the following Letter of Information
before deciding whether or not participate in this study. There is a link to
download the Letter of Information below the text.
You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Niranjan Poudel, an
M.S. student supervised by Patrick Singleton in the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering at Utah State University, for his master thesis.
The purpose of this research is to understand the value of travel time savings, a
concept in transportation economics and planning. Specifically, we are interested in
learning about the tradeoffs you make between travel time and work time, as well as
income and travel cost. You are being asked to participate in this research because you
are an adult resident of the US who is currently commuting to/from work or used to
commute to/from work before the coronavirus pandemic.
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may close your browser at any time
to exit the survey. However, since this is an anonymous survey, once you submit the
survey, we will not be able to withdraw your answers because we will not know which
answers are yours.
If you take part in this study, you will be asked to complete a 10-15 minute online
survey about your travel and commute patterns, income, and other personal
characteristics, as well as answer several questions about various hypothetical work and
commute situations. Your total participation in this study is expected to be 15 minutes or
less.
The possible risks of participating in this study include loss of confidentiality.
Although you will not directly benefit from this study, it has been designed to understand
travelers’ time and money tradeoffs which can help to inform transportation planning
efforts and investment decisions.
We will make every effort to ensure that the information you provide remains
confidential. We will not reveal your identity in any publications, presentations, or
reports resulting from this research study.
We will collect your information through Qualtrics.com, an online survey platform.
Online activities always carry a risk of a data breach, but we will use systems and
processes that minimize breach opportunities. This survey data will be securely stored in
a restricted-access folder on Box.com, an encrypted, cloud-based storage system.
For your participation in this research study you will receive compensation equal
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to the amount you agreed upon before started the survey. Compensation will occur upon
completion of the survey. If you have any questions about this study, you can
contact transportation.study@usu.edu, Niranjan Poudel (student investigator,
niranjan.poudel@usu.edu), or Patrick Singleton (Principal Investigator,
patrick.singleton@usu.edu, 435-797-7109). Thank you again for your time and
consideration. If you have any concerns about this study, please contact Utah State
University’s Human Research Protection Office at (435) 797-0567 or irb@usu.edu.
By continuing to the survey, you agree that you are 18 years of age or older, and
wish to participate. You agree that you understand the risks and benefits of
participation, and that you know what you are being asked to do. You also agree that
you have contacted the research team with any questions about your participation, and
are clear on how to stop your participation in this study if you choose to do so. Please be
sure to retain a copy of this form for your records.
Letter of Information: Letter of information (Click to download)

Q1.2 Please select "Accept" if you have read the letter of information and agree to
participate in this study.

o Accept (1)
o Decline (2)
Display This Question:
If Q1.2 = 2

Q1.3 You have declined to participate in the study. Please click "Next" to end the survey.
Skip To: End of Block If Q1.3 Is Displayed

Page Break
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Display This Question:
If Q1.2 = 1

Q1.4 What is your age?
________________________________________________________________
Skip To: Q1.7 If Condition: What is your age? Is Less Than 18. Skip To: Unfortunately, this
survey is only av....

Page Break
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Display This Question:
If Q1.2 = 1
And And What is your age? Text Response Is Greater Than or Equal to 18

Q1.5 Where do you live in?

o United States of America. (1)
o Outside of United States of America. (2)
Skip To: Q1.7 If Q1.5 = 2

Page Break
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Display This Question:
If Q1.2 = 1
And And What is your age? Text Response Is Greater Than or Equal to 18
And Q1.5 = 1

Q1.6 Are you currently commuting to work on a regular basis? If not, were you
commuting to work regularly before the coronavirus pandemic?

o Yes, I am currently commuting to work on regular basis. (1)
o No, but I used to commute to work on regular basis before the pandemic. (2)
o No (3)
Skip To: Q1.7 If Q1.6 = 3

Page Break
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Display This Question:
If If What is your age? Text Response Is Less Than 18
Or Q1.5 = 2
Or Q1.6 = 3

Q1.7 Unfortunately, this survey is only available to US residents who are at least 18
years old, and who are (or were) commuting to work. Please click "Next" to end.
Skip To: End of Block If Q1.7 Is Displayed
Display This Question:
If If What is your age? Text Response Is Greater Than or Equal to 18
And Q1.5 = 1
And If
Q1.6 = 1
Or Q1.6 = 2

Q1.8 Thank you! Please click "Next" to continue.
End of Block: Block 17
Start of Block: Household income and Gender
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Q2.1 What ${e://Field/Dis2} your approximate total yearly household income?

o Below $15,000 (1)
o $15,000 to $49,999 (2)
o $50,000 to $99,999 (3)
o $100,000 to $150,000 (4)
o Above $150,000 (5)
o Prefer not to answer (6)
Q2.2 How do you describe yourself?

o Female (1)
o Male (2)
o Prefer to self-describe: (3)
________________________________________________

o Prefer not to answer (4)
End of Block: Household income and Gender
Start of Block: Mobile or Computer
Q3.1
It looks like you are using a mobile device. In order to better answer the questions, we
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would recommend using Landscape mode.

End of Block: Mobile or Computer
Start of Block: Display message
Q4.1 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q4.2
Please read the following message before answering the questions:
We are interested in understanding your work and commute preferences. Before
answering these questions, we know that the current pandemic may have caused
changes to your daily work patterns and how you travel to work. If you are currently
commuting to work on a regular basis, please answer considering your current work and
commute situation. If you are not currently commuting to work (or are not working) on
a regular basis, but you used to commute to work regularly before the pandemic, please
answer considering your pre-pandemic work and commute situation.
End of Block: Display message
Start of Block: Current information

Q5.1 On an average work day (job), how much time ${e://Field/Dis1} you spend
working?

o Hours (1) ________________________________________________
o Minutes (2) ________________________________________________
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Q5.2 In average work week, how many days ${e://Field/Dis1} you work (job)?

o Number of days (0-7) (1)
________________________________________________

Q5.3 In average work week, how many days ${e://Field/Dis1} you commute to work?

o Number of days (0-7) (1)
________________________________________________

Q5.4 What ${e://Field/Dis2} your personal income, on average? You can answer in (one
of) dollars per day, dollars per week, or dollars per month (Please do not use comma in
your entry).

o Income in dollars per day (1)
________________________________________________

o Income in dollars per week (2)
________________________________________________

o Income in dollars per month (3)
________________________________________________

Page Break
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Q5.5 On average, how long ${e://Field/Dis3} it take for you to travel from home to work
(one-way)?

o Minutes (1) ________________________________________________

Q5.6 On average, how long ${e://Field/Dis3} it take for you to travel from work to home
(one-way)?

o Minutes (1) ________________________________________________
End of Block: Current information
Start of Block: Travel cost information
Q6.1 In this section we will ask you for information about your costs of traveling to and
from work. While answering these questions, please think about your daily travel cost
involving in a round trip to-and-from work. If you are currently commuting to work on a
regular basis, please answer considering your current work and commute situation.
If you are not currently commuting to work (or are not working) on a regular
basis, but you used to commute to work regularly before the pandemic, please answer
considering your pre-pandemic work and commute situation.

Page Break
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Q6.2 What primary transportation mode ${e://Field/Dis1} you usually use to travel to
work? If you usually ${e://Field/Dis5} more than one mode, select the one you
${e://Field/Dis5} most often.

o Walk (or skateboard, wheelchair, etc.) (1)
o Bike (your own bike, bike share, or e-scooter share) (2)
o Public transit (bus, rail, train, shuttle, etc.) (4)
o Automobile, as a driver (you own a vehicle, rental car or car share vehicle) (3)
o Automobile, as a passenger (private vehicle, taxi, or ride-share like Uber or Lyft)
(5)

o Other (please describe) (6)
________________________________________________

Q6.3 ${e://Field/Dis7} you have any fuel cost (do not include fare or fees other than
fuel) for your commute?

o Yes (4)
o No (5)
Display This Question:
If Q6.2 != 3
And Q6.3 = 4
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Q169 PLEASE DOUBLE CHECK: ARE YOU SURE YOU HAVE FUEL COST FOR
YOUR CHOSEN MODE !!!

Display This Question:
If Q6.3 = 4

Q6.4 For your selected mode, how much ${e://Field/Dis2} your average fuel cost to work
(round-trip)? You can answer in (one of) dollars per day, dollars per week, or dollars per
month.

o Cost in dollars per day (1)
________________________________________________

o Cost in dollars per week (2)
________________________________________________

o Cost in dollars per month (3)
________________________________________________

o I do not know my exact fuel cost. (We will help you calculate it.) (4)
Display This Question:
If Q6.4 = 4
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Q6.5 You have mentioned you are not sure about your average fuel cost. We will help
you calculate it. Please input the average cost of a gallon of gas, the distance you
${e://Field/Dis6} to work, and your vehicle's fuel efficiency.

o

(1) ________________________________________________

o

(2) ________________________________________________

o

(3) ________________________________________________

Q6.6 ${e://Field/Dis7} you have any parking cost for your commute? Do not count
parking costs for activities other than when you are at your work.

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Display This Question:
If Q6.2 != 3
And Q6.6 = 1

Q170 PLEASE DOUBLE CHECK: ARE YOU SURE YOU HAVE PARKING COST FOR
YOUR CHOSEN MODE !!!

Display This Question:
If Q6.6 = 1
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Q6.7 How much ${e://Field/Dis2} your parking cost while at work? You can answer in
(one of) dollars per day, dollars per week, or dollars per month.

o Cost in dollars per day (1)
________________________________________________

o Cost in dollars per week (2)
________________________________________________

o Cost in dollars per month (3)
________________________________________________

Q6.8 ${e://Field/Dis7} you have any fare or fee for your commute? This could be a
transit fare, Uber fare, bike-share fee, etc. The cost should be related to the primary
transportation mode you selected previously.

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Display This Question:
If Q6.2 = 1
Or Q6.2 = 2
Or Q6.2 = 6
Or Q6.2 = 3
And If
Q6.8 = 1

Q171 PLEASE DOUBLE CHECK: ARE YOU SURE YOU HAVE FARE OR FEE (ITS
MAINLY FARE FOR TRANSIT, UBER, BIKE-SHARE, ETC) FOR YOUR CHOSEN
MODE !!!
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Display This Question:
If Q6.8 = 1

Q6.9 For your selected mode, how much ${e://Field/Dis2} your average fare or fee to
work (round-trip)? You can answer in (one of) dollars per day, dollars per week, or
dollars per month.

o Cost in dollars per day (1)
________________________________________________

o Cost in dollars per week (2)
________________________________________________

o Cost in dollars per month (3)
________________________________________________

Q6.10 ${e://Field/Dis7} you pay any tolls while traveling to and from work?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Display This Question:
If Q6.2 != 3
And Q6.10 = 1
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Q172 PLEASE DOUBLE CHECK: ARE YOU SURE YOU HAVE TO PAY TOLL FOR
YOUR CHOSEN MODE !!!

Display This Question:
If Q6.10 = 1

Q6.11 How much ${e://Field/Dis2} your average toll price to work (round-trip)? You can
answer in (one of) dollars per day, dollars per week, or dollars per month.

o Cost in dollars per day (1)
________________________________________________

o Cost in dollars per week (2)
________________________________________________

o Cost in dollars per month (3)
________________________________________________

End of Block: Travel cost information
Start of Block: Display General Characters
Q7.1
Here is the summary of your average daily work time, income, travel time, and
travel cost: Your work time ${e://Field/Dis2} ${Q5.1/ChoiceTextEntryValue/1} hours,
${Q5.1/ChoiceTextEntryValue/2} minutes Your income from work ${e://Field/Dis2}
around ${e://Field/Income%20PD} dollars Your travel time (round-trip) ${e://Field/Dis2}
${e://Field/TTPD} minutes
Your travel cost (round-trip) ${e://Field/Dis2} around
${e://Field/TCPD} dollars
End of Block: Display General Characters
Start of Block: Display message
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Q8.1
Thank you for providing your current (or before-pandemic) travel and work information.
Based on the information you provided, we will ask you 10 questions which present
choices between different scenarios. The scenarios are created by varying your travel
time, travel cost, work time, and income slightly. For each question, 3 alternatives will be
provided to you. Select the alternative you like the best, even if it is the "Current" one.
Keep in mind that other travel and work characteristics (that we do not mention) remain
the same and do not change.
If you are not currently commuting to work (or are
not working) on a regular basis, the "Current" option represents your pre-pandemic work
and commute situation.
Some choices may be easy to make, while other choices might be little more difficult to
make. We want you to take some time and choose the alternatives which you like best,
even if only slightly.
End of Block: Display message
Start of Block: Model 1
Q9.1 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q9.2 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT5} min ${e://Field/MD12TT3} min
Travel cost (round-trip) $ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC4} $
${e://Field/M15TC3}
Work time per day ${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM5} min ${e://Field/MD12WH1} hr
, ${e://Field/MD12WM1} min
Income per day $ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $
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${e://Field/MD12INC4}
{display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break

$ ${e://Field/MD12INC1}

.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td
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Q9.3 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q9.4 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT4} min ${e://Field/MD12TT4} min
Travel cost (round-trip) $ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC1} $
${e://Field/M15TC4}
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM5} min ${e://Field/MD12WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM1} min
Income per day $ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $
${e://Field/MD12INC5} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC4}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td
{display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q9.5 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q9.6 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT2} min ${e://Field/MD12TT2} min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC2} $ ${e://Field/M15TC4}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM1} min ${e://Field/MD12WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM5} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC1} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC3}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q9.7 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q9.8 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT1} min ${e://Field/MD12TT4} min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC4} $ ${e://Field/M15TC2}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM4} min ${e://Field/MD12WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM1} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC2} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC2}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q9.9 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q9.10 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT4} min ${e://Field/MD12TT1} min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC5} $ ${e://Field/M15TC1}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM2} min ${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC2}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q9.11 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q9.12 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT2} min ${e://Field/MD12TT5} min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC4}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM5} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC1} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC4}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q9.13 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q9.14 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT4} min ${e://Field/MD12TT1} min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC1} $ ${e://Field/M15TC5}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM4} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC5} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC5}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (56)
o Alternative A (57)
o Alternative B (58)
Page Break
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Q9.15 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q9.16 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT1} min ${e://Field/MD12TT5} min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC2}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM1} min ${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC2} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC4}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q9.17 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q9.18 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT2} min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC5} $ ${e://Field/M15TC1}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM2} min ${e://Field/MD12WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM4} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC4} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC3}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q9.19 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q9.20 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT4} min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC1} $ ${e://Field/M15TC5}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM5} min ${e://Field/MD12WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM2} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC5} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC5}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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End of Block: Model 1
Start of Block: Model 2 - Bike
Q10.1 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q10.2 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT5} min ${e://Field/MD12TT3} min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM5} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC4} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC5}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q10.3 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q10.4 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT2} min ${e://Field/MD12TT2} min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM5} min ${e://Field/MD12WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM1} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC2}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q10.5 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q10.6 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT1} mins ${e://Field/MD12TT4} min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM1} min ${e://Field/MD12WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM5} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC2} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC5}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q10.7 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q10.8 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT5} min ${e://Field/MD12TT5} min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM2} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC4} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC3}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q10.9 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q10.10 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT1} min ${e://Field/MD12TT2} min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM2} mins ${e://Field/MD12WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM5} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC1} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC3}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q10.11 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q10.12 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT2} min ${e://Field/MD12TT4} min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM4} min ${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC4}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q10.13 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q10.14 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT4} min ${e://Field/MD12TT1} min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM1} min ${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC2} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC1}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q10.15 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q10.16 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT5} min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM1} min ${e://Field/MD12WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM4} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC1} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC4}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q10.17 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q10.18 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT4} min ${e://Field/MD12TT1} min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM2} mins ${e://Field/MD12WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM4} min
Income per day $ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $
${e://Field/MD12INC5} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC5}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td
{display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q10.19 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q10.20 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD12TT3} min ${e://Field/MD12TT1} min ${e://Field/MD12TT3} min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD12WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM3} min ${e://Field/MD12WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM4} min ${e://Field/MD12WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD12WM1} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD12INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC2} $ ${e://Field/MD12INC2}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
End of Block: Model 2 - Bike
Start of Block: Model 3
Q11.1 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q11.2 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A

Alternative B

Travel time (round-trip)
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${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M3TC3} $ ${e://Field/M3TC5} $ ${e://Field/M3TC4}
Work time
per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min ${e://Field/MD345WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM1} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC3}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q11.3 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q11.4 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT3}min ${e://Field/MD345TT5} min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M3TC3} $ ${e://Field/M3TC3} $ ${e://Field/M3TC4}
Work time
per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC1} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q11.5 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q11.6 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT1} min ${e://Field/MD345TT5}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M3TC3} $ ${e://Field/M3TC3} $ ${e://Field/M3TC5}
Work time
per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC1} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q11.7 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q11.8 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4} min ${e://Field/MD345TT1}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M3TC3} $ ${e://Field/M3TC1} $ ${e://Field/M3TC3}
Work time
per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC2} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC1}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q11.9 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q11.10 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT5} min ${e://Field/MD345TT1}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M3TC3} $ ${e://Field/M3TC4} $ ${e://Field/M3TC3}
Work time
per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min ${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC1}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q11.11 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q11.12 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT2} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M3TC3} $ ${e://Field/M3TC5} $ ${e://Field/M3TC1}
Work time
per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q11.13 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q11.14 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT1} min ${e://Field/MD345TT3}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M3TC3} $ ${e://Field/M3TC2} $ ${e://Field/M3TC2}
Work time
per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min ${e://Field/MD345WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM1} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC2} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC2}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q11.15 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q11.16 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT5} min ${e://Field/MD345TT2}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M3TC3} $ ${e://Field/M3TC2} $ ${e://Field/M3TC5}
Work time
per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q11.17 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q11.18 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT2} min ${e://Field/MD345TT3}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M3TC3} $ ${e://Field/M3TC5} $ ${e://Field/M3TC1}
Work time
per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q11.19 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q11.20 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT2}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M3TC3} $ ${e://Field/M3TC4} $ ${e://Field/M3TC1}
Work time
per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM1} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} mins
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC2}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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End of Block: Model 3
Start of Block: Model 4 Bicycle
Q12.1 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q12.2 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT1} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4}
min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC3}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q12.3 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q12.4 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT2} min ${e://Field/MD345TT5}
min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q12.5 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q12.6 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT5} min ${e://Field/MD345TT2}
min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC2}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q12.7 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q12.8 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT1} min ${e://Field/MD345TT3}
min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM1} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC1} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC2}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q12.9 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q12.10 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT2}
min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC2} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC3}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q12.11 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q12.12 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4} min ${e://Field/MD345TT1}
min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min ${e://Field/MD345WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM1} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC1}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q12.13 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q12.14 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4}
min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min ${e://Field/MD345WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM1} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q12.15 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q12.16 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT5} min ${e://Field/MD345TT2}
min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min ${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC1}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q12.17 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q12.18 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT5}
min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM1} min ${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC1} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q12.19 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q12.20 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4} min ${e://Field/MD345TT5}
min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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End of Block: Model 4 Bicycle
Start of Block: Model-5-low cost
Q13.1 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q13.2 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC5} $ ${e://Field/M15TC4}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min ${e://Field/MD345WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM1} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC3}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q13.3 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q13.4 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT5}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC4}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC1} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q13.5 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q13.6 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT1} min ${e://Field/MD345TT5}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC5}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC1} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q13.7 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q13.8 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4} min ${e://Field/MD345TT1}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC1} $ ${e://Field/M15TC3}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC2} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC1}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q13.9 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q13.10 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT5} min ${e://Field/MD345TT1}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC4} $ ${e://Field/M15TC3}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min ${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC1}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q13.11 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q13.12 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT2} min ${e://Field/MD345TT4}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC5} $ ${e://Field/M15TC1}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q13.13 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q13.14 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT1} min ${e://Field/MD345TT3}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC2} $ ${e://Field/M15TC2}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min ${e://Field/MD345WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM1} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC2} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC2}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q13.15 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q13.16 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC2} $ ${e://Field/M15TC5}
Travel
time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT5} min ${e://Field/MD345TT2}
min
Work time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH4} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM4} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC5}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q13.17 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q13.18 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT2} min ${e://Field/MD345TT3}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC5} $ ${e://Field/M15TC1}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH5} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM5} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC4}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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Q13.19 Timing
First Click (1)
Last Click (2)
Page Submit (3)
Click Count (4)

Q13.20 Which do you prefer?
Attributes Current Alternative A Alternative B
Travel time (round-trip)
${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT3} min ${e://Field/MD345TT2}
min
Travel cost (round-trip)
$ ${e://Field/M15TC3} $ ${e://Field/M15TC4} $ ${e://Field/M15TC1}
Work
time per day
${e://Field/MD345WH3} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM3} min ${e://Field/MD345WH1} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM1} min ${e://Field/MD345WH2} hr,
${e://Field/MD345WM2} min
Income per day
$ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC3} $ ${e://Field/MD345INC2}
.Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}

o Current (1)
o Alternative A (2)
o Alternative B (3)
Page Break
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End of Block: Model-5-low cost
Start of Block: Some more work and travel questions

Q14.1 How important were the following attributes in selecting the choice from previous
section? .Skin .MC .SAHR .UserTable td {display:table-cell;}
Display This Choice:
If TCPD > 0

Not
important
(1)
Travel time
(1)

Slightly
important
(2)

Moderately
important (3)

Important
(4)

Very
important
(5)

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

Display This
Choice:
If TCPD
>0

Travel cost
(9)
Work time
(3)
Income
(11)

Page Break
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Q14.2 The following are some follow-up questions about additional travel and work
perceptions and characteristics.
If you are currently commuting to work on a regular
basis, please answer considering your current work and commute situation.
If you
are not currently commuting to work (or are not working) on a regular basis, but you
used to commute to work regularly before the pandemic, please answer considering
your pre-pandemic work and commute situation.

Q14.3 At what time ${e://Field/Dis1} you normally depart from home to work? (Click the
box to use a drop down menu to select hour, minute, and AM or PM.)

o Departure time (1) ________________________________________________
Q14.4 How satisfied ${e://Field/Dis4} you with your work?

o Extremely satisfied (1)
o Somewhat satisfied (2)
o Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied (3)
o Somewhat dissatisfied (4)
o Extremely dissatisfied (5)
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Q14.5 How satisfied ${e://Field/Dis4} you with your commute to work?

o Extremely satisfied (1)
o Somewhat satisfied (2)
o Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied (3)
o Somewhat dissatisfied (4)
o Extremely dissatisfied (5)
Page Break
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Q14.6 ${e://Field/Dis8} your work hours flexible, so that you ${e://Field/Dis9} work more
or less than the average work hours in a day or a week? We're asking if you
${e://Field/Dis9} adjust the number of hours you work, not your schedule of working
them.

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Display This Question:
If Q14.6 = 1

Q14.7 If you ${e://Field/Dis10} more or less in a day or a week, ${e://Field/Dis3} your
income change?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Q14.8 Which activity ${e://Field/Dis1} you enjoy more, working or commuting?

o Working (1)
o Commuting to work (2)
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Q14.9 Assuming your work time and income ${e://Field/Dis11} the same as they
${e://Field/Dis4}, what ${e://Field/Dis12} your ideal commuting time (one-way) to work?

o Zero minutes (1)
o 1 to 5 minutes (2)
o 6 to 15 minutes (3)
o More than 15 minutes (4)
End of Block: Some more work and travel questions
Start of Block: Socio-demographic and personal
Q15.1 Finally, we have a few questions about you and your household. This information
will be used to classify your responses and to make sure this survey reaches a broad
population.
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Q15.2 What is your age?

o 18 to 29 years (1)
o 30 to 44 years (2)
o 45 to 59 years (3)
o 60 to 79 years (4)
o 80 years and over (5)
o Prefer not to answer (6)
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Q15.3 How do you describe yourself? Check all that apply.

▢

White (1)

▢

Hispanic or Latino (2)

▢

Asian (3)

▢

Black or African American (4)

▢

American Indian or Alaska Native (5)

▢

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander (6)

▢

Prefer to self-describe: (7)

________________________________________________

▢

Prefer not to answer (8)

Page Break
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Q15.4 How many people 18 years old or above (including yourself) live in your
household?
________________________________________________________________

Q15.5 How many people below 18 years old live in your household?
________________________________________________________________

Q15.6 How many people in your household have a source of income?
________________________________________________________________

Page Break
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Q15.7 ${e://Field/Dis14} you the primary source of income in your household?

o Yes (1)
o No (2)
Q15.8 Which of the following best describes the place where you ${e://Field/Dis13}?

o Urban (1)
o Suburban (3)
o Rural (4)
Q15.9 Which of the following best describes the place where you ${e://Field/Dis10}?

o Urban (1)
o Suburban (2)
o Rural (3)
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Q15.10 What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? If currently
enrolled in school, indicate the highest degree received.

o Less than a high school diploma (1)
o High school diploma or equivalent (e.g. GED) (2)
o Bachelor's or associate degree (5)
o Master's degree, doctorate degree, or professional degree beyond bachelor's
degree (6)

o Prefer not to answer (9)
End of Block: Socio-demographic and personal
Start of Block: End
Q16.1 Thank you very much for answering these questions!

Q16.2 If you have any comments for the research team about this survey, please
provide them below. We appreciate your feedback.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
End of Block: End
Start of Block: Block 16
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